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Upward Bound positions
are open for '85 summer
See story on page 2

Racers ready to renew
rivalry with Hilltoppers

The lure of Lights
draws variety of students

See story on page 6

See story on page 2'
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News In Brief
North Korea gets U.S. choppers
WASHINGTON (API - North Korea has received more than 80
U.S.-built helicopters - similar to military models provided to
Soiith Korea - through a West German exporter who allegedly
diverted-them there Illegally, the Commerce Department says.
Commerce's deputy assistant secretary for export enforcement, Theodore Wu,said Sunday that the aircraft, if modified for
military use, would be enough "to give close air-to-ground support for a whole regiment of troops."
The transactions involving Hughes model 300 and 500
helicopters "is probably the largest illegal diversion of
U.S.-mannfactured aircraft, of helicopters, that we know,of,' Wu
said in a telephone interview.
U.S. policy provides for an embar,go against -any goods being
shipped to North Korea, with the sole exception of noncommercial quantities of-humanitarian items-.
On Friday. Customs and Commerce Department agents armed
with search warrants -seized documents from two Los Angelesarea freight companies that Wu said were allegedly involved in
packing and forwarding some tif the helicopters. He identified the
companies as Unitrans International Corp. in• Inglewood and
Associated Industries in North Hollywood.
Also on Friday, the department revoked the export licenses of
two West German companies, an official of one of the firms and
eight related parties, most of them in the Los Angeles area. That
step made it illegal for anyone to deal with them in transactions
involving,goods of U.S. origin, Wu said. ,

TVA budget support seen on the hill
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - mended by the Office of
Tennessee Valley Authority ofManagement and Budget.
ficials have spoken harshly of
"Apparently we're in better
cuts in the agency's budget shape on Capitol Hill than at
recommended by President OMB," Dean said. "While the
Reagan, but TVA directors say
deficit is weighing heavily on
they think Congress may help lawmakers' minds, they use the
restore some of their funds. ,
word 'freeze' a lot. If that stands
"If I were going to trim a cerup, we'll be in pretty good
tain federal agency, I frankly shape."
think I would use a paring knife
• Bill Willis, TVA generalrather thlm a guillotine," TVA
will hold a briefing
manager,
Chairman Charles H. "Chili:"
daithe president's
Monday,
the
Dean said.
budget for TVA is to be officially
But after he and Director
unveiled.
Richard Freeman spoke with
.
OMB recommended slashing
members Of Congress last week, _
Dean said the giant federal - TVA's 1986 fiscal year budget re-.
agency may not be hit with the quest of $135 million - up slight71 percent budget cut recom- ly from last year's request - to

$38.6 million.
The OMB proposal includes
$7.6 million for capital improvements, $20.3 million for
natural resources, $10 million
for fertilizer research and
$700,000 for general services.

Willis will tell Congress more
about the utility's budget later
Funding was eliminated for
this fhonth. The TVA board is to
economic and co
unity • testify before House and Senate
development and a cultural. subcommittees March 5, Dean
resources.
said. - • TVA operates on a total
Reagan's budget for _TVA_
budget of nearly $5• billion, Would result in the loss of 3,100
which comes mostly from power TVA jobs and another 1,800 in
sales. By law, TVA may not use the region, and would produce
ratepayers' money for non. an economic loss of $158 million
power programs.
a year, according to studies by
Legislators from TVA's seven- TVA and the University of
state service area have promis- Tennessee.
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Phil predicts
there's more
winter ahead

-

WASHINGTON - President Reagan is asking Congress to ex- hibit "political courage" and adopt a low-growth $973.7 billion
budget for next.year that would freeze, trim or eliminate scores
of familiar domestic programs.
WASHINGTON - President Reagan's first budget following
his landslide re-election victory is generally a rerun of the script
laid out in the Reagan budgets of 1981. 1982 and 1983 - cuts 4n domestic spending, intreases in defense spending, hopeful talk of
balanced budgets and huge federal deficits. But the careful effort
in 1984 to craft a budget With one eye on keeping voters happy has
been discarded. N.
• WASHINGTON President Reagan has sent Congress a $313,7
billion defense budget that continues full-seale procurement of
major weapons systems such as the MX missile and B-1 bomber,
boosts research spending on "Star Wars" projects and increases_
the size of the armed services.
WASHINGTON - Federal health and welfare programs - in- .
eluding Medicare, food and drug safety, health research and
disease control - face spending freezes or cuts under President
Reagan's 1986 budget.
.
WASHINGTON - Republican as well as Democratic congressional leaders are delivering a common verdict to President
Reagan: his $974 billion budget contains toe large an increase in
defense spending to-be politically acceptable on Capitol Hill.
ATHENS. Greece - An anonymous caller, blaming the United;
States for the Turkish occupation of Cyprus, claims his group
bombed a bar populan with U.S. military personnel in Greece and
will keep up attacks against Americans. Among the 69
America.ns injured, 13 servicemen and dependants are flOwn
abroad for medical treatment. LIMA. Peru - The pope,.in the birthplace of the Shining Pathguerrilla movement. pleads: ".:.change your road....you still
have time. Many tears of innocent victims await your response."
Today he visits the ruins of a city built by moon worshipers.
CONWAY, Pa. - Townsfolk who once boasted about the
world's largest automated railroad yard are suffering the jitters
over the proposed sale of Conrail, the government-owned
railroad.Workers fear that a new owner could eliminate jobs or
move the yard straddling.the Chicago main line, where about 40
freight trains a day are assembled and routed to their
destinations.
•
Today in History
Today is Monday,Feb. 4, the 35th day of 1985. There are 33
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history: On Feb. 4, 1945, President
Franklin D. Roosevelt-, British Prinie Minister Winston Churchill
and Soviet leader Joseph Stalin began a wartime conference-at
Yalta.
Today's birthdays: Actress Ida Lupino is 67. Author-activist
Betty Friedan is 64. Actor Conrad Bain is 62. Sen. Donald Riegle,
D-Mich.,,is 47. Comedian David Brenner is 40. Rock singer Alice
Cooper is 37. Actress Lisa Eichorn is 33.
Thought fOr today; "The first and final thing you havelo.do in_
_ this world is to last in it, and not be lsmàshed by it:" --krnest Hemingway (1899-1961).

PUNXSUTAWNEY, Pa.
(AF)- To thousands of diehard believers who swear
groundhogs possess the
Magical power to predict
spring, Feb. 2 is nothing less
than a national holiday: The
question is, which predictions to believe?
"There are certain places
you ought to be at least once
in your life," said Mark Appier, 30, of Penn Hills, who
came with is wife and
15-month-old son to witness
the 98th year a Punxsutawney groundhog has
forecast the weather.
"Like at Times Square on
New Year's Eve, you need to
be at Gobbler's Knob at least
once in your life,".said Ap
pier, one of the hundreds
who flocked to the woodthutlethcithe.''"At-•30',-you
can't believe in Santa Claus,
but you can believe in Punxsutawney Phil."
The crowd cheered as the
wriggling woodchuck was
hoisted Saturday from his
burrow, but the cheers
quickly turned to boos.
Phil "spied a thin, grey
shadow over his right
sliOuIder,- and "declares
there will be six more weeks•
Of winter," proclaimed
Groundhog Club president
James H. Means, wearing
the black-top hat-signifying
his membership in the Inner.
Circle, a group Of 12 who ac:-tually make up the forecast.
According to folklore, six
more weeks of winter follow
if Phil -sees his shadow. Ithedoesn't, spring arrives scion.
- This year's event at Gobbler's Knob, located amid
rolling farmland about two
miles south of town, was the
98th year a Punxsutawney
SNOW. SNOW. GO .414.4 - Many residents may be wishing for the snow to-melt and warmer
groundhog predicted spring's
temperatures tp return, but according to the National Weather Service, the western Kentucky area has
arrival.
make
a
wintery
rest
of
this
week.
Above,
snow
and
ice
much
of
the
throughout
a chance of more snow
-It's my fourth time
scene on a large evergreen.
here," said Ray Johnston,
staff photo to. Greg Trot I.
28, a chimney sweep from
Altoona, who dressed as a
groundhog:"We have to find
out how long winter will be
- my work depends on that.
And Phil's the most reliable
source we've got."
neutralized. the retrovirus
Two other-noted
.
Last year, researchers at the
• NEW YORK (AP) - Science
believed to cause AIDS - an en- National Cancer institute and
forecasters, Octorara Orphie
has made a remarkably rapid
couraging step in the search for the Pasteur Institute in Paris
of Quarryville and Peanuts
advance toward understanding
a Vaccine.
of the Philadelphia Zoo pok- •
reported independently that
AIDS, raisin* hopes. that the
"There has been more- Pro- -they had found retroviruses that - ed their heads out of their
deadly and mysterious disease ,
gress with this virus than with *appeared to cause acquired imrespective burrows Saturday,
will be- conquered. researchers
any
other retrovirns in a short mune deficiency syndrome. or • and did not see Their
say. •
period of time," said Dr. James AIDA:
shadows,'according to their
The wprk has become more
director- of-...AID8-7-ar-: - Now-, said-CU-tram
Currair,
IS
-keepers.
day.-Wnestienated---each
urgent
'a-t—the'''C'enter8. f°1P-74Tta•Saruibly-we1l understood. The- - ----"That-mtrans that spring is
that as mally ,as 300000 people Disease Control in Atlanta.
Imminent," said lames Penvirus has been discovered, and
have 'been infected, and one
Retroviruses, types of viruses progress In understanding the
nington, a dentist who is
researcher expecti 40,000 new
which have been known for mechanism of the virus and the
hibernating governor of the
cases in the next two years.
some time to cause cancer And genetic code of the virus is proSlumbering Groundhog • 'On Thursday, researchers at
other illnesses in animals, have ceeding very rapidly."
Lodge of Quarryville. "We'll
the National Cancer Institute
only recently become. aphave a run on onion sets and
In recent weeks, advances
and Massachusetts General
preciated aiimportant causes of
tulip bulbs."
Hospital announced that. they
diaease in man.
((bated on page 2)
had found an antibody that

AIDS: a research status report

Tonight will be cloudy with
a 50 percent chance of light
snow. Low wilt be in the *mid to upper 20s.with east wind 5
to 15 mph'.
Tuesday .will bring periods
of snow and freezing rain.
___ic.oang over-to rain
bMkt-day. High will be in the upper
30s. Northeast-wind will be 5.
to 15 mph.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.5
Barkley Lake
354-5

ed to try to restore-some-of-The
money.
"I think it's going to be a while
before it's all decided." Dean
said.
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It takes all kinds

The lure of Campus Lights
draws students from all fields
stability and rewards of being a
Why do non-music majors try
doctor. However, I will keep my
out for parts in campus musical
music as a hobby."
productions at Murray State
Clark, a Presidential Scholar at
University?
Murray State, is the son of Mr.
Ask Kevin Clark. Sarah Spahr
and Mrs. Larry(lark of Paducah
or Beth WIdick.
Route 10.
They are three of the students
academic
Miss Spahr — who auditioned
diverse
with
for the production because her
backgrounds who are involved in
music-major friends talked her
the 47th annual "Campus Lights"
into it — said her involvement in
musical scheduled Feb. 14-17 in
State's .; Lovett .4"Campus LighLs::_.4as.4he1ped It)
Murray
improve her grades.
Auditorium.
"Being in the musical has
Clark, a freshman pre
given me more responsibility to
medicine major from Paducah,
sit down and do my school work
said being in the musical's chorus
provides a .release from the
efficiently so that I have time left
pressures of a tough class
for other things,"-she said. •
schedule. He adds that he has
Miss Spahr. a junior math manever seriously considered a. jor, is the daughter of Mr. and
career in music.
Mrs. David Spahr of 220 Park
,1 know I'm going to enjoy the
Lane Drive. Paducah.

"I really like the family atmosphere of the production,"
said math major Beth Widick.
'• Even though all of the performers in 'Campus Lights' have
different academic backgrounds,
we are striving for one thing —
perfection. That gives us a
closeness that's really special."
Miss Widick, a freshman
Presidential Scholar, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leland
Widick of 204 W. Broadway,
McLeansbort, III,
Dr. Roger Reichmuth, chairman of the department of music,
SOUTH OF THE BORDER — The Technological Institute of Costa Rica, located in the city of Carsaid there is a tradition of having
tagb, is among foreign institutions that have exchange agreements with Murray State University. The
many non-music rriajors in
exchanges offer students and faculty the opportunity to attain an international perspective.
"Campus Lights."
"I think the limited scope of
time involvement —,plus the fact
that musical activities add to a
fulfilling career • in college —
draws many types of students to
oin productions."
The 1985 production presents
music from classic and modecn
Broadway.hits from the late 19s
"Showboat" to the recent -"The
Wiz" and "Annie." The company
Includes a 42-voice chorus,
"I think" it's a major
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Watkins said many employers
20-piece band and 25-member
State Labor Cabinet officials say breakthrough for Kentucky to "were a little bit leery at first"
production crew.
Kentucky is nearing a watersh- become one of the first states in
about the voluntary compliance,
Students write, direct, produce
ed,
tutoring
supervision
and
in
for
soon to become master of its the nation to have full authority
fearing a call for help on a proPositions are open for teachers
and perform "Campus Lights,"
students in the program. They
own working places when the for their OSHA program," said
blem would bring a quick state
and residentadvisers for the 1985
which is generally recognized as
completed
have
least
must
two
at
federal
government hands over Labor Secretary John Calhoun
inspection and a fine.
summer-residency program of
one of the most outstanding colyears of college and have some
responsibility for ensuring Wells. "I think this fact speaks
But, he said, the, Labor
the Upward Bound • Project at
lege musical productions in the
well for the high quality and
experience
in
with
working
high
health and safety on the job.
Cabinet "has played square with
Murray State University.
country.
high regard of our program."
school youth.
It will be primacy — a word
it" and hasn't been "nit-picky."
Scheduled for six weeks in June
Sponsors are the two music
Students
Primacy for Kentucky promeet
least
must
at
Kentuckians
more
commonly
summer-residency
"This is a matter of attitude,"
and July, the
fraternities on the campus,'
bably will be official in late sprone of three federal guidelines to
associate with strip-mine
program is one phase of the UpWatkins said, because "you're
Sigma Alpha Iota for women and
be. eligible for Upward Bound.
regulation —and the cabinet of- ing or, early summer and the going to operate under the same
- ward -Round -Project - at- Murray
Phi Mu-AlOhaSiliforita for then:
They must 11) come from lowtaxpayer won't notice the difficials believe it may make the
State. which serves , students
laws and regulations wherever
Proceeds
go into a musical
income families: (21 be potential
ference because no additional
state
more
'attractive
tc
you go. ... There are states in
from the eight Kentucky counties
scholarship fund.
kfirst generation t meaning neither
staff or money is needed, this country
industry.
of the Jackson Purchase. It is
where I would
Performances
are scheduled at
of the parents has graduated
Salyers said.
part of a nationwide *program
rather work under a monolithic
irhere will be "much less
8 p.m. Thursday, Friday and
from a four-year college or'and
As in the past, half of the structure."
funded by the U.S. Department of
chance fo;fluctuation in policy"
Saturday. Feb. 14, 15 and 16. with
(3kbe handicapped.
money
Will come from
Education.
Wells claims the state prowhen the state controls enforcea matinekat 2 p.m. Sunday. Fcb.
Further information about UpWashington and the other half gram also has
Summer teaching positions are
ment, said Mike Salyers, com"strong support"
17. Tickets are $4 for adults, $.3ifir
ward Bound at Murray State and
from
a levy on worker's com- from organized labor.
science,
available
in
pliance director for the state
students and senior citizens and
However,
the available summer positions
pensation insurance premiums, national labor
mathematics.
computers,
program.
$2.50 for children under age 12.
unions oppose the
obtained
cortgulting
be
may
by
he said.
language .arts and speech. Upconcept of state enforcement,
. As administrations changed in
Special group rates are available.
either Joe Evanko or Randy
Kentucky's program is twoward Bound teachers must be
preferring one set of guidelines
Washington,
example,
for
enReservations
may
be
made
by
Wilson in the Upward Bound Ofcertified to teach and have at
forcement under the U.S. Oc- pronged, with an enfgrcement administered by a central
calling 15021 762-4288, or writing
fice in the Gatlin House at 16th
division headed by Salyers and a authority in Washington.
least three years of teaching
to the Department of Music. Murcupational Safety and Health
and Hamilton in Murray.
division
for education and trainexperience.
The AFL-CIO filed suit over
ray State University. Murray,
Administration was "like a
telephone 5021762-4327.
Resident advisers provide liveSouth Carolina's proposed plan
Ky.,- 42071.
roller coaster ride with em- ing headed by Douglas Peek.
Kentucky's emphasis on In the mid-1970s, saying
phasis and de-emphasis on certhat
tain types of industries," education and training sets it state's proposed enforcement
apart from other states, Wells staff wasn't large
enough to be
Salyers said.
said. "It educates the con- effective.
Local control also means
sumers of the program about
more individual attention at the
what the law is, what the rejob site when it is requested, he
quirements of the law are, how
said. "We can be down there
they can be in compliance with
tomorrow, whereas with the
the law.
federal government, it-might be
"Other states have it, but I'm
next month."
not aware of any other state that
"It's easier to work problems
has made the commitment to
out if you keep them close at
education and training, the inhome," agreed Ray Watkins, vestment of resources in educaF. T. Seargent, Jr., Director of
president of Associated Intion and training, that we have,"
Planning & Zoning, reminds
dustries of Kentucky, one of the
Wells said.
political candidates that pursuant
state's major trade organizaIts aim is voluntary comto the Murray Zoning Ordinance.
tions. "When you work for the
pliance by employers with
placement of political campaign
federal government, you're
health and safety regulations,
sigh on public property such as
Get away for 7 days/6 nights to
working for a monolithic
said Peek. His division offers
traffic signs, utility light poles or
monster miles away that no one
free on-site consulting, with the
Walt Disney World and EPCOT Center.
buildings is prohibited.
locally can control," he said.
employer agreeing in advance
Seargent advised that political
When the change becomes ofto correct any deficiencies that
Get away for 4 days/3 nights to
campaign signs violating the
ficial, Kentucky will join Alaska
are discovered.
Murray Zoning Ordinance will be
Walt Disney World and EPCOT Center.
and Hawaii as the only states
"The beauty of .voluntary
removed at the cost of the canwith primacy for occupational
compliance is that it does not
Get away for a Weekend at the c9rffinck/D
didate. Anyone who has questions
safety and health. Iowa and
result in citations, does not
concerning these regulations
Lexington Marriott Resort.
Maryland are expected to join
result in penalties to the
may contact the planning office
the list this year, too.
employer," Peek said.
Or choose from other Premiums shown below.
at 753-1225.

State getting primacy for OSHA
program; and it's not strip mining

Teachers, advisors positions
for Upward Bound are open
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New wave of stoTins sweep' across
nation; 41 deaths blamed on cold
A rippling .wave of storms
dumped snow today from
'Arizona to the Ohio Valley while
a huge chunk of the nation remained locked in an arctic
Icebox that sent the mercury
skidding below zero from the
Rockies to the Appalachians. At
least 41 deaths have been blamed on the latest cold snap.
Bitter cold and ice-slicked
roads kept schools and
businesses closed today in
Alabama, Tennessee, West
Virginia and Louisiana, officials
said.
Snow was falling today from
Arizona and Utah to the Ohio
Valley in what Pete Reynolds of
the National Severe Storms
Forecast Center said 'was a
"series of short waves of
storms" that swept out of the
Northwest from Canada.
Flagstaff, Ariz., has 28 inches
of snow on the ground after 7 inches fell Sunday, Reynolds said,Up to 3 inches of snow was liWély
today across parts of Kansas,
Missouri, Oklahoma and
Nebraska.
"It's really going to be quite a
Widespread snow from northern
Utah across the Plains to the
Ohio Valley," he said.
In Huntsville, Ala., ice and
snow broke power lines serving
80,000 homes Friday, and 5.000
to 7,000 were still without elec-

tricity Sunday, utilities
reported.
Bitter cold Chilled much of the
North early today, with sub-zero
readings across the upper Ohio
and Mississippi valleys and the
northern Appalachians.
The weather service reported
readings early today in the 20
below zero range across Montana, northern Colorado and
North Dakota. It was 25 below in
Bismarck, N.D., and an 86-yearold record was shattered in

AIDS update...
(Conrcl from page 1)
reported include:
— A chemical used in many
spermicide creams and gels on
the market can kill the AIDS
in-tha laboratory.
— Researchers have identified the exact spot where the
AIDS virus latches on to certain
white blood cells of the immune
system, thus weakening the
body's defenses against disease- At least two anti-viral drugs
have been found to be effective
against AIDS, again based on
laboratory tests. Human tests
with one of the drugs, suramin,
have begun, and tests with a second, ribavirin, are scheduled to
begin very.soon.

Boise, Idaho, where it was 10
below. It was 4 below in Columbus, Ohio, zero in Pittsburgh, 4
abbve in Columbia, Mo., and a
record-setting 8 in Newark, N.J.
Records were tied or broken
Sunday in Illinois, Ohio, Colorado, Michigan, Arkansas, Indiana, Kentucky and Wyoming.
The 2 degrees at Fort Smith,
Ark., broke a record of 7 that
had stood since 1886. Meanwhile,
Miami had a record-breaking
afternoon temperature of 85.

— The entire complement of
the AIDS virus's genes has been
isolated and deciphered and can
now be produced in large quantities for study.
"Progress in understanding
the mechanism of the virus and
the genetic code of the virus is
proceeding very rapidly," Curran said
That good news has been
tempered, however, by ominous
findings concerning the spread
and nature of the illness.
On Friday, Curran said he
believes some 300,000 people
have already been infected with
the virus- believed to cause
AIDS.
AIDS has struck 8.067 people
and claimed 3,863 lives since
June 1, 1981, the CDC said on
Jan. 28.
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A new and untested negotiating team will represent the United States at arms limitation talks
with the Soviet Union, which will begin in March
If the Kremlin accepts President Reagan's proposed timetable.Neither Moscow nor the Washington political
community should be too surpised about the president's decision to switch players at the threetiered negotiations on strategic weapons, space
weapons and medium-range missiles in Europe.
The ongoing turf battles between Secretary of
State George Shultz, the team's logical manager,
and Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger
weren't helping the already iffy prospects for an
arms control agreement. Some juggling was
necessary to give Mr. Shultz a strong lineup of
negotiators who will also reassure those opposed
• to any dealings with the Soviets.
Succeeding Paul Nitze as chief negotiator atthe
new talks, and also named head of the subgroup
discussing space weapons, will be "neoconservative- Democrat Max M. Kampelman,an
Ideological soulmate of departing U.N. Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick. This may bother
some who view Mr. Nitze,'s return to Washington
In the capacity of State Departmentadviser as a
loss for Mr. Shultz. Others note that Mr..
Kampelman lacks arms control experience and
• that he has expressed doubts about an arms control breakthroughh in the near future. Who hasn't?
But Mr. Karralifinan has proyed to be a capable
and tough negotiator in the past with the Soviets,
as bead of the U.S. delegation on European security and human rights. The ambiguity of his
background may also be an asset. And like his
predecessor, Mr. Nitze, who, according to some
reports, could not personally accept another
marathon assignment, he's no softie.
If Secretary Weinberger gained through the
Kampelman appointment, he may have lost with
the sidelining of Gen. Rowney. the most rigid
hard-liner on the old Geneva team.-Yet replacing
Gen. Rowney as had of the delegation dealing with
offensive strategic weapons is John Tower,a conservative and former chairman of the Senate
Armed Services Committee.Sen. Tower's political
skill and knowledge of weaponry is undisputed.aad_
his participation may be necessary to win Senate
ratification of any treaty.
Finally, here is Maynard W. Glitman, who
replaces Mr. Nitze in the negotiations concerning
Soviet SS-20 missiles targeted at Western Europe
an the U.S. Pershing II and cruise missiles now
being deployed as a counter threat. While harti•
liners and soft-liners theorize over the
Kampelmanfor-Nitze and Tower-for-Rowney
.•
-switches, the appointment of the career diplomat
Gillman ,so far has not aroused controversy. He
served is Mr. Nitze's deputy at the collapsed
Euromissile talks in 1973. and is the logical
negotiator for the resumption of the talks.
George Shultz has called his negotiators "toughminded patriots." On paper, the United States appears to be fielding a tough team. Other factors,
such as Soviet President Konstantin Chernenko's
health, may ultimately dictate the success of
negotiations. But Americans so far have no reason
to doubt the sincerity of the president's commitment to meet with the Soviets in an effort to
eliminate the threat of nuclear war.

lOoking back
Ten years ago
Murray Boy Scout Troop 77 washes the bus
each week for the Mental Health Center as a
community service project.
' Euple Ward. director, and Dr. David C. Roos.
chairman of the board. Murray-Calloway County
Need Line, spoke at a meeting of the Murray
Business and Professional Women's Club held at
the Murray Woman's Club House:In a high school girls basketball game,
Calloway Lakers beat Murray Tigers 35 to 32.
High team scorers were M. McKenzie- -for
Calloway and Jetton for Murray.
. Twenty years ago
An article on "Financing in County School
System." Written by Huron-Jeffrey. superintendent or Calloway County Schools, is published
today.
In high school basketball games South Marshall beat Calloway County 77 td 68 and Murray
High beat Murray College High 42. to 40. High
team scorers were Wyatt for South Marshall,
Joseph for Calloway, Wilkins for Murray High
and Gordon for Murray College High.
Thirty years ago
.
Winners of Essay Contest on "To Be A Good
Citizen Means,".sponsored by Captain Wendell
Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American
-Revolution, were Shirley Chiles, Murray High.
first: Peggy Nance. Almo High. second; Joanna
Allbritten, New Concord High, third; Jean
Moubray, Murray Training. fourth;-Sue Culver.
Kirksey High, fifth.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital
include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Underhill.
"wallam..awW
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You misjudge me, sweetie pie
The most surprising response to
my recent sex survey of Ametican
men came from hundreds of
females who, in one way or another,
called me a male chavinist pig.
At first I was hurt and saddened
by the things they said. All I had
done was ask men if they preferred
sex to bowling, golf, fishing, drinking or some other recreational activity. And I did that only after Ann
Landers asked women if they
preferred cuddling to sex.
Is there something wrong with a
scientific quest for scientific
knowledge?
But despite my shock at the-angry
response of some women.I quickly
got over my wounded feelings,.
because I know that they'really
didnit mean it.
•
Let's face- it: Women, the little
darlings, are always flying off the

handle that way. But a little sweet
ta44( and they soon calm down.
A typicatresponse came -from a
woman in Stockton, Calif.. who says
she is over 30 and divorced.
She wrote: "You.have a twisted.
sarcastic, jealous, badly egotistical
case of machoism. I can't imagine
any woman giving a manlike you
any kind of respect, you slob." _
That's what I like - a 'little gal
with spunk.
From Washington, • D.C.: "You
are a stupid, insensitive clod. I feel
sorrylor any woman who would be
involved with you. I would like louse
your head for a bowling ball. -As for
sex, I'm sure the animals in the zoo
would be more caring to each other
than-you'd be."
Well, you wouldn't say that if you
really knew me. I'd give you a little
pinch, buy you a pretty bauble, tell

you how much I liked the dinner you
those little hors d'oeuvres for
cooked for me, and you'd realize
parties
what a sensitive, caring kind of guy
From Ms Saxton. in Royal oak
I really am.
Mich.• "Your column is disgusting
From K.S.S. in Baltimore: it I
and sexist. No wonder so'in'any ot
were your secretary. I would have
those women who wrote to Ann
quit my job long ago You are a
Landers. 1,..S1-Itql their husbands
repulsive. archaic bucket of, slime.
were dead. The.re's _more, to 'marYour column .is the product of a
riage than the hustidhd lazing
demented, macho mind."
around drinking beer every night
- 'Let me ask you something, sweet
And there's more to wives than
thing: Has anybody ever told you
cleaning,cooking and changing ic
that you're beautiful when you're
ty litter. Why don't you stick your
mad?
head in the stove
•
From Eva, in Astoria, N.Y..:
Gosh. I would-if - I thought that,
"Talk about chauvinism! You real,
would melt your cold. cold heart.
ly have a low opinion of women! Is
And from a sweet lady in Medina.
that. all they're good for to you Ohio: "You have a distorted sense
cleaning, cooking, walking the dog,
of humor You were born in the
writing Christmas cards?"
wrong century. You should have
Of course not. What kind of insenbeen born too years ago and you
sitive boob do you think I am? I alsi)
would have been. happy - when
think women are great at making
;'omen were considered.the lowest .
-form of Heine
. creature'-. With.- no
•
rights or liberties. fit only for
drudgery and taking orders from a
man. That was your time - When
you could have treated women like
property or farm animals " •
You misjudge me. Had I beer.
:born 100 years ago, and been fortunate enough to know a spunky..
spirited little darlin• such as
yourself. I would not .have treated
you that way. Little missy. I would
have even bought you a brand-new
Churn..
Finally, a surprising note from a •
-- man who -sounds even ahgriei. than
,
-These ladies. •
Dari.Peters. of Ma
Maryland. wrote:
• "I would rather love and satisfy my
wife and receive the same from her. •
th'an go bowling with a bunch of pot
bellied, beer-breathed. greasy
chauvinists like yourself any day."
Your regard lot yourwife is commendable.' But as for bowling-with me and my pot-bellied, beer breathed friends, don't worry. I doubt if we
would invite you to join us. since the
spectabars.m ight 1.:••igh- if they• saw
somebody try to roll the ball with
both hands.

heartline

'NEAR AS I CAN TE1-1., THEY STOPPED AT MIDPOINT PASSED A BALANCED
BUDGET AM6NDMENT AND THEN CON11NUED ON WrTH
TOWER OF Bea.

-reie

washington today
WASHINGTON (AP) - George
Shultz may be Short on glamour but
he quietly is gaining control of U.S.
foreign policy.
The departure of U.N. Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick, by
definition, strengthens Shultz's
hand since it removes one more
center of gravity from the Reagan
administration.
The ambassador was forceful in
advancing her global views. She
was inclined to a hard-line position,
and now she will Join William P.
Clark, one of President Reagan's
most conservative advisers, on the
sidelines.
Shultz is no liberal. He is a tough
ex-Marine who gets red in the face
when anti-American terrorists
strike% He shares Reagan's anticommunist outlook, but is inclined
to temper his- ideology with
pragmatism.
Perhaps his most important
strategic move is to form a quasi-

by barry schweid
alliance. with Robert C.
McFarlane, another ex-Mririne,
who is Reagan's assistant for national security. The two are working closely together.
Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger, the third major adviser on global issues, is running
the risk of having his hawkish
- views isolated from the center of
influence.
And the Pentagon's influence has
diminished.
Last month, McFarlane joined
Shultz in the Geneva talks that produced an agreement to resume
U.S.-Soviet negotiations on nuclear
weapons. Shultz, with support from
McFarlane, who took the lead in
selecting the three U.S. negotiators
- Max Kampelman, John Tower
and Maynard Gillman. He tsarranging to back them up with State
Department experts.
Edward Rowny, a former
general who was in charge of

agree or not

strategic weapons talks before
they broke down in December 1983.
has been reduced to advisory
status.
The lineup symbolized how
Shultz fias taken charge.
Presidents, of course, usually
make the final decisions in such
matters as treaties with the Soviet
Union. But some, like Reagan. are
less inclined than others, like•Jimmy Carter, to manage the details of
foreign policy.
That leaves a lot of operating
room for their advisers.
When Shultz announced the
selection of Kampelman. Tower
and Glitman at the White House
two weeks 'ago, he told reporters
"in the end,.we're all reporting to
the president."
But U.S. policy toward Moscow
and the rest of the world has begun
to carry the unmistakeable stamp
of George Pratt Shultz.

by s.c. van curon
•

FRANKFORT - A recent news
registered or any proof shown of its
the people nOtaletir .
story reveafed the practice of Jefdelivery: The mere fact that the letIt is very easy.for a litigant to give
ferson Circuit Court Clerk _Paulie
ter is not returned is proof enough ..... Abe- wrong address o.f
:_theperson
Miller assigning legal Work to
for the con et- that' the"?lir-Son has.
is suing. All that is required is that
of fits attorney friends who conbeen notified.
a letter be returned and judgment
tribute to his campaign.
The Lawyer gets $35 for .the first
goes to the other party.
In a follow-up editorial The
defendant, plus expenses. notified
Too...many women in the mounCourier-Journal labeled this action
plus $10 for each subsequent one
tains were divorced without knowas "a sleazy custom, and his eager
named in the action. The money is
ing it during and -after the warby
effort to justify the practice can oncharged to the side bringing the
husbands • who webt to work in
ly add another item to the public's
legal action and is paid to the clerk
-defense plants and industrial
long list- of reasons for distrusting
of the court. It is not an expense to
centers. The. wayward husbands
politicians."
the taxpayer:
merely gave the wrong address
There is nothing illegal about Mr., 7 - - • While this doesn't amount to a
A notice published in the loCal
Miller's doling out the routine legal great deal Of money for the in•
newspaper two consecutive weeks
work to hi friends because this is
Tdividual . lawyer in small court
would cot about $15 or less and the
the method set out in Kentucky
jUrisdictions. it can be welconie inwork could be handled by the court
Statutes. In'many court jurisdiccome to the struggling beginner,
clerk without the services of an
tion* this work i's assigned to young
While attorneys May dismiss the
attorney.
•
lawyers trying to establish
- costs as regular routine court costs,
My friend Stato Senator Mike
themselves in the profession and is
it runs into a recognizable expense
Moloney has waghed a continUing
welcome income to Hit beginners.
.in some cases where several percrusade against legal publications in
The work consists of notifying
sons are involved. Particularly in
newspapers. saying that it is a n iin
defendants that have-been sued, but
estate si4tlements
necessary expense to the taxpayers
are not in the court's vicinity where
_
As a working newsman and an ofNewspapers take the position that it
they can be served papers in-the
ficial of the KENTUCKY Press
is the public's right to know that is
regular manner by a representative
Association for many years.. I
involved and the newspaper Is the
.of the-court, usually a sheriff's depualways advocated that the warning
cheapest Way tci inform them.
ty. an appointed bailiff of the court.
order of attorney would best-be ac'" The Courier asks. -ecould it be
or a constable..
complished. and much more ... _because Most thegabers of the
The law merely requires that the
econnfnically. fiy legal..publication
legislature tendtd be lawyers" that
" person or persons sued be written a
in the area. newspaper where.
the. law,. says -practicing lawyers
letter notifying them they have been
friends, neighbors or relatiVes of the
.must be appointed.- There's always
sued in a certain court. The.letter
persons iiirolved might happen to
two sides_ to an argument. If you
doesn't have to be certified or
know the correct address and get
look:

Apr 10544,0094.00
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Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 453$1. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you"
must include a self-addressed;
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this
column.
HEARTLINE: My husband and I
live in a rural area, but close to a
shopping- center. Our dectOr - and
hospital are 23 miles away. Recent.1y, an emergency medical center
was put in the shopping center and
I noticed that it is open from 8 a.m.
to 8 p.m. every day. I was wondering if the purpose of the center is
'just for treating emergencies or if
they do other things also. Also, are
they more expensive than going to,,
your regular doctor or emertency
room of a hospital? F.S.
ANSWER:
. Freestanding
emergency centers are usually
located in -Shopping malls or other
busy commercial areas and open for
long hours (sometimes 24 hours a
day ), weekends, and holidays times when most private doctors are
not available. These facilities are a
combination hospital emergency
room and private doctor's office.
You do not need an appOiritment.to
go there.
Of the 900 centers now open
around the country. all treat cuts.
sprains, fractures, burns, and other
minor emergencies. Stinie,aiso. treat
flu and'childhood diseases and give
checkups for school and college All
centers have diagnostic equipment
right on the premises.
You don't have to make an appointment at one of these centers.
and usually ydu don't have to wait
long.
Costs at these centers are comparable to those for an office visit In
the communities In which they are.
located, but they are substantially
less • than the costs. for 'hospital
emergency room- visits.
We sukgest that you pay a visit In advance of'any need 'to • the
center and inquire about the services available and the rates. ObvioUsly this center would be much
closer to you than lie hospital or
yeur doctor if an enffrgency should
arise.
We also suggest that all elderly
people make a list of the name, address and phone number of their
doctor, hospital, specialist, or
freestanding medical center and
plate it.in a prominent place. It will
cut -down- on the time necessary. to
.handle an emergency. iil*'sure that
all your friends and family know
whereto find this list. •
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Nursing courses planned

Guild plans !needlig
The- Women's Guild of St. Leo's Catholic
Church will meet Tuesday, Feb. 5. Members will
assemble in the church for the 10 a.m. mass and
later will meet at the Sirloin Stockade for lunch
and business meeting. Plans for the annual spring luncheon will be discussed. Pre-schoolers
will be provided for in the parish center. For information call Joyce Tidwell at 435-4328.

Lodge chaliges plans
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons will hold a regular meeting on Monday,
Feb. 4. at 7:30 p.m. Stephen Newberry. master.
said the potluck-Meal and work in the Master
Mason Degree will .not be held as-scheduled
previously.

Chapter Will not meet
Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood will not have
its regular meeting tonight (Monday j. Members
are asked to send their annual cities to Mrs.
Christopher

Dancing C(

planned

In response to continuing community interest.
a non-credit course titled "Ballroom and
- Western - Dancing" will be offered on Monday.
evenings for five weeks. Feb. 25 to April 1 with no
class on March 11 by-the Center for Continuing
Education at Murray State University. Schedul-e.dfrorn 7 to 8,,30 p.m, each Monday, the beginning course is designed for individuals who want
.to learn or brush up on the •traditional ballroom
and Western dances. Specific dances to be taught
include slow dancing, fast dancing. Latin dancing:Texas two-step and clogging.
Charles and Elsie •Thurman of the Thurman
School of Dance will be the instructor for the
course. Both Singles and couples are invited to
take the course. Anyone interested in registering
for the course should mail the registration fee of
$30 per person swith.check made payable to MUrray State University along with name, address
telephone number and-Social Security number-to
Center for Continuing Education. Murray State
University. Murray, Ky. 42071 or call 762-2716.-

Three continuing education programs are
scheduled in February by the Department of
Nursing at Murray State University. "Annual
Research Evening". scheduled 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
on Tuesday. Feb. 12, in the Curris Center. is
designed for registered nurses."'The program
reviews area research and the fee is $5 at the
door. "Life Power: Coping Skills for Personal
Empowerment" with Dr. Thomas Holcomb, professor of guidance and counseling, scheduled
Thursday through Saturday. Feb. 14 to 16 from
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. at Kenlake State Resort
Park.- is designed for all professional women.
The cost is $195 including materials and lunches.
Registration must be made by Feb. 11.
"Time Management," scheduled 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. on Wednesday, Feb. 27, with Dr. Martha Erwin, chairman of the Department of Nurs:
ing. in the Curris Center is designed for all professional women. The 4 cost is $40 including
materials. Registration must be made by Feb.
25. Each program is approved by the Kentucky
Board of Nursing for contact hours of credit.
Registration and additional information may be
obtained by contacting Nancey France, program
coordinator. phone 762-6661, Department of Nursing. Murray State University, Murray, Ky.
42071.

Akilinauskas wilt-speak
Dr. Mark J. Malinauskas. director of theatre
at Murray State University. has been asked to
present a paper at a conference on the role of fine
arts in humanities education programs. The conference, scheduled Feb. 14-16 in New Orleans,
La., is sponsored by the Universities of New
Orleans, Connecticut and Minnesota, through the
National University Continuing Education Program. The paper is a report on an interdisciplinary fine arts class that was team taught
at Murray State. Malinauskas, a professor
speech and theatre, has been a member of the
Murray State faculty since 1978.
In old Bohemia, people used to sprinkle fern
seed on their sayings to, keep them from
diminishing.

Anniversary reception on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. W.A.
(Pete) Rhodes of Rt: 4,
Murray, will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday,
Feb. 10.
A reception in their
honor will be from 2 to 4
p.m. at the Ellis Community Center on Ellis
Drive, Murray.
A 1 1 friends and
relatives are invited to
iattend.
The couple was married Feb. 9, ,1935, at
Paris, Tenn.
Their attendants were
Beth and Noble Wilson.
Mrs. Rhodes, the
former T.ippy
Willoughby, is the
daughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Taylor
,Vr. and Mrs.
. (Pete) Rhodes
Willoughby.
Mr. Rhodes is the son
They have two sons, Murray.
and three great of the late Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Rhodes and
Mr. and Mrs. Rhodes grandchildren, all of
Sid Rhodes.
Charles Rhodes, both of have five grandchildren Murray.

Three Murray students named
Laura Cella, Luke
Harrington and Jenny
Kratzer, honor students
at Murray High School,
have been nominated
for the Golden 100, a
group of the most
outstanding high school
juniors in Kentucky.
Successful nominees
for the Golden 100 will
compete in a prestigious
academic contest
March 3 and 4 at Murray State University,

World's most hated figures as released by
Madame Tussaud's wax exhibition listed
LONDON t API , _President Reagan is the
world's•fifth-most hated
figure, but also the
third-most admired
political leader. aocording to a survey by
Madame Tussaud's wax
exhibition.
Similarly. Prime
Minister Margaret
Thatcher is the fourthmost hated figure. but
the most admired
political leader, according to a survey of
visitors to Madame
Tussaud's in London
last year.
The world's most
hated figure was Adolf
Hitler, followed by
British coal—miners'
union President Arthur
Scargill and Libyan
leader Moammar
Khadafy, said • the
survey released
Wednesday.

In the &line survey a all time was the late
year before, Reagan British Prime Minister
was in second place and Winston Churchill,
Mrs. Thatcher was followed by .Superman
fourth.
and -actor Harrison
The greatest hero of Ford, who played the ti-

Two classic foreign
films of the silent era,
"Metropolis" and
"Potemkin," will be
shown at Murray State
University this week as
part of the International
Film Festival for 1984-85
on the campus.
"Metropolis," a 1926
German film, will be
shown at 12:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 5, in
Room 208 of Faculty
Hall. Visual effects are
stunning in this
90-minute film directed
by Fritz Lang, with
stars Brigitte Helm and
Alfred Able. It is the
story of a futuristic city
and its mechanized
society and an upperclass young man who
joins forces with oppressed workers.
"Potemkin." a 1926
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CHARITY BRUNCH
(Sponsored by the Sigma Dept.
of the Murray Woman's Club)
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Saturday, February 9
10:30-1:30 at Paglai's
Tickets $3.50 per person
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EDDIE MURPHY
is on vocation

BEVERLY
alweennt at. 763-3314

Laura Cella
The scholars will be
tested in English,
mathematics, natural
sciences and social
science.
Cella is the daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Charles
Cella. Her high school

Luke Harrington

4
•

4

Proceeds from the brunch will be
donated to Needline •
These tickets are available
by contacting any Sigma
member at the door that day
or by calling 753-5679from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m.
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What kind of day will tomorrow be? SCORPIO
To find out what the stars say, read (Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Cle
the forecast given for your birth sign.
You'd be wise not to take everyone
into your confidence regarding toARIES
day's hot prospects for career gain
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Interesting new people join your and financial improvement.
social circle, but it would be folly to SAGITTARIUS' '
become involved romantically with (Nov.72to Dec.211
You'll need a sharp eye when shoppone who isn't free.
ing today. Beware of those who would
TAURUS
take advantage. Individuality counts
(Apr.2010 May 20)
New directions careerwise are pro- now. Do something different.
: •
mising. You may find it difficult to CAPRICORN
say no to one who plays on your sym- (Dec.72to Jan. 19)
An experimental mood could cause
pathies unfairly.
Ana you to invest unwisely. Be sure of your
GEMINI
9CPq actions and do the necessary research
( May 21 to June 20)
Some discrimination on your part for success.
will enable you to know who your AQUARIUS
friends really are. Pleasant surprises (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
You need to be careful not to hurt a
come from a loved one.
uir
, close tie's feelings today. Popularity
CANCER
Pflp is at a peak. Your social life pleases
(June 21 to July 22)
_ -Unexpected developments affect You.
your career prospects favorably, but PISCES
war
•olot
watch cash outlay. Keep romance (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Behind-the-scenes support for your
separate from business.
career is a plus now. Don't let soLEO
meone in the name of friendship take
(July 2310 Aug.72)
Clarify legal ramifications regar- advantage of you.
ding a business deal. Exciting roman- YOU BORN TODAY are reserved in
tic prospects needn't make you manner but adventurous. Once you
overcome a tendency to be aloof or
negligent about duties.
shy, you'll have success in the public
VIRGO
arena. Politics and government ser( Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Go with your visionary instincts in vice are likely to appeal to you.
business, but keep your feet on the You're a good observer of the human
gfound regarding romance. Don't be condition and have a philosophic
viewpoint on many things. Writing,
gullible.
teaching, counseling, law and
LIBRA
VP publishing are some of the vocations
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
New contacts are exciting, but in which you'll find happiness. Birthremember not to take existing ties for day of: Adlai Stevenson, politician;
granted. The grass is not always Hank Aaron, baseball player, and
William Burroughs, writer.
greener elsewhere.

TACO TUESD-AY
For $

Jenny Kratzer
Mrs. David Kratzer. She
is a member of the
academic team, the
academic club, Latin
Club, student council,
Tr -Alpha and is serving
as vice president of the
French Club.

Nomination is open to
qualified juniors from
all accredited Kentucky
high schools. Applications for Cella, Harrington and Kratzer were
submitted to the Golden
100 Judicial Committee.
Mrs, Jesse Stuart of
Greenup County is the
committee's honorary
chairman.
Selection to the
Golden 100 means
valuable recognition for
high school juniors. It
increases eligibility for
college scholarships nationally. Participants
also gain confidence
through the rigid competition and will receive
certifiattes signed by
Fov. Martha -Layne
Collins.
Members of the Golen
100 who earn top scores
in the academic-contest
will receive trophies.
Their high schools will
receive plaques for permanent 'display.
Students who write
outstanding entry
essays also will receive
awards.

FOR TUESDAY,FEBRUARY 5,1985

EVERY TUESDAY IS

4.
4

Russian film directed
by Sergi Eisenstein, is
scheduled at 12:30 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 7, in
Room 208 of Faculty
Hall. A landmark film
about the unsuccessful
revolution, it depicts a
revolt by sailors on the
Potemkin against their
upper-class leaders and
how they are aided by
the townspeple of
Odessa. The stars are
Alexander Antonov and
Vladimir Barsky.
The scene on the
Odessa steps where the
townspeople are attacked by the soldiers is considered one of the
greatest sequences in
all of film history.
Both movies are
shown as part of a film
criticism course offered
by the Department of
English; however the
public is invited to see
the films.
The International
Film Festival is sponsored in part by the
Center for International
Programs, the Office ot
Conferences and Continuing Education, the
University Center
Board, the Colleges of
Criative Expression
and Humanistic Studies
and the Departments of
English and Foreign
Languages.

Medical Explorer
Post.He also has been
actively involved in the
communityh theatre
and has lettered in soccer. Harrington also is a
semi-finalist in the
Japan-U.S. Senate
Scholarship Program.
Kratzer is the
daughter of Mr. and

Your Individual
Horoscope

Two foreign films
to be seen this week

r
".
711 E
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honors and activities
have included French
and Latin Clubs, the
academic club, soccer
and the student council.
She is serving as 'yice
president of the junior
class and recording
secretary of the speech
club.
Harrington is the son
of Dr. and Mrs. Tracy:
Harrington. He Is a
member of the Latin
club, the academic
team, French Club,
Speech Club, math*
team, biology team, the
Idi-Y Club and the

tie role in last summer's
hit movie, "Indiana
Jones and-the Temple of
Doom."
British rock singer
Boy George was the
favorite entertainment
hero, with American
singer Michael Jackson
In second place.
The leading sports
hero was American tennis star John McEnroe,
with British Olympic
decathalon winner
Daley Thompson
second.

SECOND._ BIRTHDAY - Clint Brandon
Burkeen, son of David and Bonnie Burkeen of
Chrisney. Ind., celebrated hissecond birthday on
Saturday. Jan. 19, at the home of his grand.
parents, Bob and Peggy Parrish, Rt. 1, Dexter.
Attending the party were Debbie and Jason Hill,
yvone and Mandy Rudolph, Cindy Hudson and
Danielle Williams Rt. 1, Dexter, Chris Burkeen
of Chrisney, Ind.. and Theresea Howard and
Shawna Nance of Houston, Texas. After opening
his gifts, the guests were served Care Bear cake
alid ice cream.
v
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HAPPY 69th
BIRTHDAY
DAD
Sherry
4
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Coming community events announced
Monday,Feb.4
Murray-Calloway
County Camera Club
will meet at 7 p.m. in annex of Calloway Public
Library.
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will
meet .
.
teite4 m . at
Calltet'ay Public
Library.
---Meeting of Calloway
County Retired
Teachers Association
has been changed to
March 4.
---Auditions for "Andeocles and the Lion"
will start at 6 p.m. in the
Green Room of Robert
E. Johnson Theatre,
Murray State University. For information call
762-4634.
---Racers will play
Western Kentucky
University in a basketball game at 7:30 p.m.
at Racer Arena, Murray
State University.
--AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-09,61,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
7531%63.
---Baptist Women of
Northside Baptist
Church will meet at 7
p.m. at the church.
- - -Murray Lodge No. 105
V'ree and Accepted
Masons will have a
regular meeting only at
7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
---January - Bible Study
will be at 6:30 p.m. at

Monday,Feb.4
First Baptist Church.

Mos.DA1 FERRI.41t1 4. 19s5
PAtilE 5
cidal I was for so long. Thank Vod I
It is now clear that mood swings
always remembered my responsibili- and depressions are related to fundaty to my children and put them first.
mental changes in brain chemistry.
- DEAR- READER - I can under- That is the basis of the medical treatstand why you would think the worn- ment of depressions.
--an referred to Might hate a•thyrold
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am a 22problem.' However. anYone who has year-old male. LinSIeci.,1 incite
"
. tail
any suicidal tendencies must be under 'and weigh 215._ I stopped growing
thecare of a psychiatrist. If there is a" about six yeafs ago. Could this have
medical problem underlying the resulted from not using milk, eggs
Moo a psychiatrist, as a 'physi- and other dairy products? I don't take
cian, can discover it through an calcium pills, either.
examination and proceed accordingI heard there is i method to
ly.
increase your height two or four inch' Suicides are more common • than es. I want to be 6 feet tall.
Is there
the public realizes. Suicide is the 10th any truth in this? If so, can you
send
most common cause of death in the me some information on it'
United States. Since many suicides
DEAR READER - You will not
are listed as accidents or other things, grow any taller now. There
is no
there may-be twice as many suicides product available_ that will
make you
.as we believe.
grow. You may have seen a gimmickDepressions are common, too. ad for inserts in,shoes or Ou may
-About one in five people who live to 'have read about the use of growth
age 60 will have a major depressive hormone. This hormone is now
proepisode. Many of these get no.treat- duced by genetic engineering and
will
• ment. and these are the ones
certainly be helpful to those who realto commit suicide.
mostlikey
ly are abnormally short becase their
Everyone has mood swings. The own hormone system did not produce
degree of the swing makes..the differ- enough growth hormones Even then.
ence. How can you tell if a person has • it will have to be used during
the nora depression?'I have listed4the Crite- mal growth cycle.
ria used to identify a depression in
The long bones have a-zone at each
The Health Letter, Special Report 36, end of the shaft that is made of cartiWhen You Are Depressed, which I am lage. This is the growth plate As
long
sending you. Others- who want' this as-it is still cartilage, -you Can grow,
issue can send 75 cents with a long. but when it calcifies, you cannot.
Cal_stamped, self-addressed envelope for cification is normally .comple
te
it to me in care_of this newspaper. before age 22.
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City Station.
New York, NY 10019.
, NEINSPAPER ENTERPRISE: ASSN

DR.LAMB

Tuesday, Feb.5

Wednesday,Feb.6
hostess
is scheduled at
Parents Anonymous
9:30
a.m.
at Oaks Counwill meet from 6 to 8
Tuesday,Feb.5
Lawrence E.
p.m. For information try Club.
Free blood pressure
call 762-2504.
Lamb, M.D.
tests will be given from
Events at Calloway
---noon to 2 p.m. at Murray
AA will meet at 8 p.m. Public Library include
Seventh-day Adventist' at
American Legion Parents and Twos at
Church.
Building, South Sixth 9:30 a.m.. and Story
---Hours-at 10:30 a.m. and
and Maple Streets.
Murray TOPS (take
3:30
p.m.
---off pounds sensibly)
---Murray Assembly No.
Club will meet at 7 p.m. 19 Order
Januar
y Bible Study
of the Rainbow
By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
at Health Center.
for Girls will meet at 7 will be at 6:30 p.m. at
DEAR DR LAMB - Recently you
First
---Baptist
Church
.
p.m. at lodge hall.
. .....
woman-.- who -•-was
Kappa Department of
---depresse
suicidal
d.
and had lost 25
Murray Wore-61's Club
First Baptist Church
pounds in -two Months. I was certain
will ha- coAeweetheart WMU will
you'd tell her to have a complete
Meet at 9:30
banqueC31/
. at 7 p.m. at the a.m. in church chapel.
checkup to be sure tbere was no physclub house.
ical problem before she went to a
------psychiatrist. That sounded like me
Dorothy Group of
Murray Middle School
eight years ago. It was the worst time
of my life. I lost 40 pounds in two
PTO will sponsor a First Baptist Church :LW
months, couldn't sleep and was
panel discussion on Ken- will meet at 11 a.m. with
By The
extremely depressed. The thought of
tucky Essential Skills Gene Wrather.
Associated Press
---Tests at 7 p.m. at school
The following are the ending it all was Constantly in my
Mother
s
Mornin
g
Out most popular mind. .
auditorium.
My thyroid was causing the probwill be at 9 a.m. at the videocassettes
--as they lem. I'm now on medication for my
First
United
Methodi
st appear , in next week's thyroid and
Murray Toastmasters
am a new person. -The
Club will meet at 6:59 Church.
issue of Billbotrd medication helps and I have learned
p.m. at Western Sizzlin
magazine. Cbpyright more about what to expect and how
First United 1985, Billboard
Restaurant. For inform.
Publica- to handle my depression. Thyroid
tion call Gene or Wanda Methodist Church tions, Inc. Reprinted problems are more'serious than most
Women will m- a` at 10 with permission.
people realize. I remember how suiRichardson at 753-9553.
a.m. in rf.,,e Chapel
---Sales
Small Engine Repair with exe Cr,ve commit1. 'Purple Rain"
Class will start at 6 p.m. tee to meet at 8:30 a.m. (Warner)
at Murray Area Voca- and coffee to be served
2.''Jane Fonda's
tional School. For infor- at 9:30 a.m.
Workout" (Karl)
---mation call 753-1870.
3."The Empire
Newborn admissions Mayfield;
"
'Metropolis" will be Strikes Back" (CBS
- -and dismissals at
Tuesday,Feb.5
Ed...yard- L. Hendon,
shown in Room 208,
Murray-Calloway Coun- NewConcord
Women's Guild of St. Faculty Hall, Murray Fox)
: Mrs.
4."Raid
ers
of
the
Lost
ty Hospital for Wednes- 'Opal B. Black.
Leo's Catholic Church State University
1809
as part Ark" (Paramount)
day, Jan. 30, have been Wiswell Rd.;
will meet for 10 a.m. of International
Douglas
Film
5.
'Prim
e
Time"
released as follows:
mass and later at Sirloin Festival.
W. Luffman, Rt. 5; Mrs.
(Kai.)
Newborn admissions - ** Estella M RosS,
Stockade for lunch and a
Rt. 2;
6."Star Trek: The MoBaby Girl Thompson, Mrs. Nadine
business meeting.
Murray Optimist Club tion Picture"
B. Turner,
parents, Laura and 106 North 12th
---will meet at 6:30 p.m. at (Paramount)
St., _
James, ;1210 OliVe St.,
Story Hours will be at Homeplace
Mrs. Thelma Louise
F-amily
7..Star
-Trek-I1-: The
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. Restaurant.
West, Puryea.r, Tenn.;
Wrath of Khan"
Baby Girl Ross,'„Paul Woodard, Rt.
at Calloway Public
---1,
(Param
ount)
parents, Gwen and Gleason.
Library.
Tenn.: Rufus
Senior citizens ac8."Trading Places" Michael, Rt. 1, Big,San
---- H. Anderson (expired!,
tivities will be at 9:30
dy, Tenn.;
January Bible Study a.m. at Dexter Center; (Paramount)
9."The Jane Fonda
Baby Boy' Parker,
will be at 6:30 p.m. at from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at Workout -Challenge"
parents, Susan and
First Baptist Church.
Hazel and Dougliks (Karl)
James, 403 North Fifth
--Centers; from 10'a.m. to
10."Star Wars" (CBS- St.. Murray;
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
Fox
baby Boy' Cornett,
---Rentals
mother, Traci, Box 522,
Wednesday,Feb.6
1."Police Academy" Murray;
Hazel and Douglas
(Warner)
Baby Girl Lassiter,
Centers will be open
2."The Natural" parents, Deborah and
WASHINGTON (AP) In the journal Science, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Jerry, 807 North' 18Iji
- Researchers are try- researchers said a two- for.activities by senior (RCA-Columbia)
3.'Purple
St., Murray.
ing to determine if a year study with dogs citizens.
(Warner)
' Dismissals
drug used to treat ar- showed that daily ad---4."The Last StarJames H. Elliott, Rt.
thritis can effectively ministration of low
Goshen United
6; Billy F. Marvin, 1658
slow the bone loss doses of flurbiprofen Methodist Church fighter" (MCA)
5."Tightrope" College Terrace; - Mrs:
associated with gum greatly reduced the ex- Women are scheduled to
Dianne Gibson, 505
disease - an ailment pected amount of bone meet at 7 p.m. at the (Warner)
6.''Best Defense" Barger St., Mayfield;
believed to afflict most loss with periodontal, or church.
(Paramount)
Fred Lee Gillum, Rt. 1,
adults in varying gum, disease.
7."The Neverending Kirksey;
degrees.
Chess Tournament for
. Bone loss is a major
Story" (Warner)
Kenneth E. Smith. 820
Theanti- complication of gum novice players will be
8."Cloak and Dagger" South Fourth St.;
inflammatory drug flur- disease, which is believ- from 6 to 8 p.m. in
Mrs.
(MCA)
Janet Lynn Johnson and
biprofin shows promise ed to affect the majority Mississippi Room, Cur9."Ramancing the baby boy, Rt. 1, Almo;
stopping bone loss in of adults to varying ris Center, Murray
Stone" (CBS-Fox)
Mrs. Barbara Lou
animal tests and resear- degrees. Those with this State University.
10.''Dreamscape'' Georgiou and baby girl.
chers say they have disease lose healthy
(Thorn-EMI)
302 E. College St..
begun a human trial to teeth when the supporLadies bridge with
see if it works for ting jaw structure Essie Caldwell as
people.
wastes away.
Scientists with the
Dr. Paul Goldhaber,
. Harvard School of Den- dean of the Harvard
tal Medicine said that school and senior inthe drug blocks a vestigator during the
chemical that apparent- study, said in a
ly plays a major role in telephone interview that
destroying bone tissue researchers have begun
in the jaw.
a human test with 60
In a report published patients.

See physician
about depression

Top videos
for the week
released

Newborns and di,smiss4hfekased..,.........

wing ofgum disease
may hc caused by drug

/publicity," he said.
"I'm already twice a
week on TV (he's also
featured in a cartoon
show). I've got dolls.
I've got a cereal. I've
got, you name it. I'm a
millionaire. I'm not
bragging. I'm blessed
by God.
"They say I'm not the
right role model. Mr. T
this. Mr. T that. Fine. I
don't mind... As long as
they mention my name
and spell it correctly.
That's why I shortened
my name and made it
easy for everybody.
You'd have to be an idiot
to misspell it...

JANUARY
CLEARANCE
•

Large Raci.

of

606 Broad Ext.;. Airs.
Avalee T. Haila (ex'pired) Rt. 5.
----

neth, 218-North-46th -S17.
Murray. •
Dismissals
Mrs. Lavada E.
Garland, 406 Sycamore
A newborn admission St.; Glen
AT--easey.-Rt.
and dismissals at 1. Duked
om, Tenn.;
Murray-Calloway Coun- Loyd Gray Evans,
Rt.8; ,
ty Hospital for Thurs- Mrs. Priscilla
Faye
day, Jan. 31, have been Boggess, Rt.
1;
released as follows:
James I. McDaniel,
Newborn admission
Rt. 2, South Fulton,
Baby Girl Oliver. Tenn.: Mrs. Glenna
F.
parents, Fei- and Ken(Cont'd on page 12)

Whitni Gray
7-month-old
Daughter of
Rustin & Debbie Gray .

"WATCH OUR
BABY GROW"
PORTRAIT CLUB
Tot's Days
are Wednesdays
Special Packages
Special Prices

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY
753-0035

1

when you have
Direct Deposit
of your
0 government check!
a.

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier Your earner must receive
your payment by the 10th Of the month in order to pay
their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at.
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th.
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend on you to write their pay
checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you
and
your carrier
So.. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the nght change and you avoid
the
bother of monthly collections

sign up today —
at any of our offices!

'TkwiIri Bank of Murray
irj
THE FRIENDLY BANK"
tilornbtir FDIC
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Save 50%45% Off
All Winter Clothing
•Suits •Blouses •Skirts
'
Tops 'Pants •Shirts
'
Walking Shorts

•Scarves 'Belts
'Handbags
'Jewelry
'Accessories

Receiving Guess
Spring Sportswear!
Warm Ups and
Jogging Suits
Save 50%-75°,0 Off

nu

alb
or Ctiestm

'3, '5, & '1 0

WINTER HOURS:
9:30 a.m.-5.00 p.m.

China,CrystaL
Silver and Gifts

Pants, Skirts. Tops
And Much More

•

,
1 In

1.• T•30.•

No worries about
the weather...

'Mr. T' appoints hiinsell
:Is(guardian at pre-school
CASTAIC, Calif.(AP)
- As the cameras whir,
Mr..T takes a break on
the "A-Team" set to
talk about "his tots."
They are .the 41
children in the McMartin Pre-School molestation case in Manhattan
Beach in suburban Los
Angeles, 50 miles south
of here.
The flamboyant Mr.
T, 32, .born Lawrence
_ Tureaud, has appointed
himself their guardian,
encouraging them not to
be afraid and to tell the
truth and turning up at
the trial with an
entourage.
"I don't need no

•. •••

*New Shipment2

Guess Jeans

•I

,

•••

-

-
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Horse racing investigation
extends to other countries
By GEORG E TIt0111:
.AP Sports riter
•
COLI'MBI.S. Ohio I AP - .An investigation into possible fixing of horse races has become international; in scope and a Royal- Canadian
Mounted ['olive oftiCe r claims American
organize) -c rime elements are anvolved.
Four Canadians. two of them harness drivers,
have been arrested at Windsor Raceway in Ontario in connection with the-ptabe by the FBI in
this country and the UtCM1' in Canada 7
In the-t •nited States. more than 20 jockeys and
harness drivers and trainers from .Midwestern
tracks have been subpoened betnre a fedeval
grand jury on Feb 13 in coinnibus
No :charges have been tiled from an FBI-sting' Operation centering so tar on three Ohio
tracks. Omani:01's River 1)o5.44- ris. Daitry Downs
near t:olinnbus and Lebanon Raceway near
Cincinnati
The subpoenas „ire_ a request for information
from the grand jury with no implication of wrong
doing
• • It's definitely not Nlickey Mouse
It's
widespread: a - national and international

erw.

l”.....42.(3..
4 0.

RCMP Natilinal Crime Intelligence Sent ion in
.Windsor
•
.
.
_
Harness iiriYerS Richard Kennedy. 3-5, and
Dennis Nation. 31 along w Oh Reginald Knudson.
3s. and Lou-n- Pars'sell "54. were eharged Friday
with defrauding the
Th4Chgrges centered around the eighth race.
toat tor on June 12. 19s4. at Windsor Raceway
That triactor in whit h a. bettor' must pick the .
first three horses in ex:Jr t order. paid .S101 244
Armstrong said more arrests are torthcoming
He said race fixing is widespread at Canadian
t rat ks and blamed 1. n tted States-baseei
Organized -crime elements
He said an organized•crime influence allegedly
paid Canadian harness'drivers to Mush aCCO7- ding to
irlenthef."; of
the,
organization

It

cru

Armstrong. however, refused to speculate
whether any traditional organized,crime group is
involved_
4
The FBI investigation focused on subpoenas •
being issued to harness drivers anti trainers at.
Lebanon ROceway in Ohio and jpckeys_at I atonia
in Kentucky last week.
The FBI has not indicated it organize crime is
involVed in its U.S. investigation.
The Associated Press learned Sunday that the
.F1-11_ probe apparently started in Canada two or
three years ago.'
."The FBI wanted to investrgate horse racingAgents - figured the best way to do it was buy a
'harness horse and get in the business." said an
exectitive of -if Midwestern track, who snake on
the condition that he remain anonymous. .
••Somehow the FBI men worked into the inside
of ha ITIVSS racing and then moved into the
thoroughbreds.- The executive,said.
In connection with the probe. federal agents
confiscated three horses last week. Andy Furman. a Latonia spokesman. said Sunday a horA4 owned by trainer George "Barney"
saacs of Bentondl ..piriadesUrran _
'' thoroughbred track. Furman
•
. .
said
he did not
know Vie _ reason _ Jou. llw
..
•.
.
inipoundment.
Dan Heaberfin, a state steward at Lebanon's
harness track north of Cincinnati.'also said the
FBI picked up two harness horses owned by an
undercover agent -ata nearby training center.
KEHL LIM Ni - With sluggers like Gary Maine (left). Lee Hutson
and pitching ace Doti Neufelder
Furman - identified these jockeys who were
(right) gene to the pros. the Murray State baseball team will lw rebuilding
issued subpoenas at Latonia: Melinda Spickard.
both areas to try for its 1-7th
consecutive 20-win season in t955.. •
Arthur Boneau, Antonio Costa. David Gehri,
R-.M. Lopez. David Ashc raft and Owen Headley.
The Cincinnati Enquirer said subpoenas- had ,
been served on drivers-trainers Dale Hamilton.
Perry Carpenter and ,Bob.Brqwn at Lebanon, .
Steve Baker, Latonia's general manager, said
he understands the probe centers on f3ossible fixing of trifecta races. Heaberlin also said 'FBI
_agents indicated the investigation focuses on
-gambling and -race fixing"

-
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Pitchers already throysing indoors

it or not, MSU baseball
sedson is just around the corner

•

Racers ready to resume
rivalry with Hilltoppers;
local- preps -eaneel games

the
fert
and
cosl
Loi
vict

OVC Standings
Conference
Team
W
• •
Murray State,
1
Tennessee- Teeth Eastern Kentucky
. 5 3
Youngstown State
4 4
Midille Tennessee _
3_ 4 ;
Austin Peay
3 4
Akron
35
Morehead State
-'- 1 7

Overall
W
16
3
13
6
_11
9
12 •
8- 107 12
9 9
6 14

•

Hy JIM RErTOR
. Sports Editor
. Tonight's game between host Murray State
and,Western Kentucky University wilrresume a
-collegiate rivalry long considered' one of the
most competitive in the state
Although the ,t wo schools no longer battle for
- the Ohio Valley Conference crown IINKU left the
On the bench, the- 'Toppers boast two of last,
OVC for the Sun Belt in 19514. the confrontation
year's finalists for Mr. Kentucky High -school
beiweeri the two schools promises to be one of the
. Basketball honors. Steve Miller, a 6-6 forward
top attractions for the 1955 season. from Henry Clay. won the Mr. Kentucky prep ti Murray State boasts a 18-3 overall record and
He while 6-7 forward Fred Tisdale of l ebgan
first prace in-the OVC see table at right coming
County . was runnerup hist.yeac,
into tonight's 7:30 game while the Hilltoppers are
Murray State responds with all five starters in
coming off an impressive '102-87 victory over
double figures. The game_ is expected to be a
North Carolina-Charlotte in a game played
sellout by MSU officials.
Saturday. WKU is 11-9 overall.
• • 4
•
.
The 'Toppers rally around ti-foot-3 sophomore
Because of the recent snow storm; MSU had to
forward Kannard Johnson who averages 14 7
postpone both the women's and mens games_
points this year. arid was All-Sun Belt last season
against Austin l'eay• last Saturday. The new
and was ranked 24th in nation in field goal_ " schedule has the Lady Racers hosting the
Lady
_percentageGovernors at 7 pm:-Tuesday- -night
-ttaret
-- Joining him in the - starting linen!) is guard -Arena.
Mike Ballenger -averaging. 9.3 points. forward
The MSU men host Austin l'eay at 7:31, -p.m. Tellif Frank with 5 4 points per outing. guard
Wednesday night.
Dennis Johnson -1.9, and center Clarence Martin
Thursday the Lady Racers travel to Arkansas
4.5. •
State for another . game Which was postponed
.
from last week t because of inclement weather..
Saturday the regular OVC Schedule resumes
for bath MSU teams as they play at Tennessee
Tech on Saturday and at Middle Tennessee,on
How the Associated Press Top 20 college basketball teams
,Monday.
*
fared.
No 1 St John s :7 1, beat Providence 77-60 beat Connecticut
97-64
With all the rescheduling and tough travel
No 2. Georgetown .19-2 • lost lo Syracuse 65-83. beat Arkansas
58-39
dates this season. MSU vomen's coach
. No 3 Memphis State t 17 1 beat Cincinnati 11-61, beat Virginia
Tech
91-62
Child-ershad this. comment about - his -team's
• No 4. Southern Methodist 18-2 beat Houston 85.78. beat
Hire 64-52
situation •
No 5. Illinois ,•18-5, lost to Purdue 54-34. beat Houston 77-76
- •_
No 4. Duke .15-3 beat'Wake Forest 76-70, OT
"I'm beginning to think we are in the NBA with
No 7 Oklahoma- 17-4• beat Colorado 90-71 beat Oklahoma
State
the type of schedule and traveling we'Ve had this.
11381
No g Georgia Tech .16-4 lost-to North Carl:dine State 61-53
year. It's really hard to keep the players up•with
• beat
Maryland 72-60
this type of travel, but we'll do the best we can
No 9. Syracuse ,15.3 'tye at Georgetown 65-63. beat Vellaneva 9
'2-79
• • •
beat Marquette 71.53
No. 10 Michigan .16-3, beat Northwestern 76-52. beat 1A4sconsin 94•14I
Local high school basketball games are stilron
No. 11. North Carolina .16-5, lost to Clemson 52-50. beat Citadel
83412
hold for the test of the week Nvhile officials await
beat Furman 77.55
No 12 Tulsa .17-3; beat Drake 67-66, lost to Indiana State 100-94
further snow developments. However. Murray
No 13 DePaul
beat Princeton 56-42. lost to Louisville 77-73
-High --,
- announced- that - tonight's 'girls games
No 1+ Oregon State(1647lout tiicinfOrnla 42:311 belt Stanford
83-73
No 15. Louisiana Tech 417-24 beat Arkannis State 80-73. at Northeast
against Ballard Memorial have been_canceled.
Two district rriaTehups are on tap for the MurNo 16. Nevada-Las'Vegas '172-did not play beat San Jose State
70-56, beat Utah State 101413
ray High varsity teams this week and according
No 17. Maryland .17-64 best Virginia 71,5/1i. lost to-opergta Tech 72110
'
to Athletic DireCtof Eli Alexander. both games
No 18. VIllanova .14-54 beat Pittsburgh 70-63 lost to Syracuse 92.79
No 19 Kansas .17-41 beat Kansa* State 75-57. beat Nebraska 91-140
will be played if -at all possible. No 20 Alabarna-Blerrangham I 19-5, los* took! Dominion 59-58. beat
Tuesday night the Murraffitboys and girls host
South Alabama 81.73.OT
Mayfield and on Friday both MHS varsity teams
.alre scheduled to play at Marshall* County. '

la

.S.Pe
(
10lnit.1P.1,4 4ger
- pre-season poll, 011511th. MSU received
,
If's hard tobellpve
h-ten inches uf Snow
- honorable mention status.
on the ground last week ttirit'boseball cou411 be .
The pitching staff is where most of the
just around the.-corn.et-. •
•
renovation must take place as.junior Mike
• It's true. though. assltie Murray state
Brown is the lone returning,starter.
- Thoroughbred baseball-team began ritifetic-e'‘Ve Were-Pleased NO-tti the pitching staff
last week in preparation tot- its twasr_gtoperier_.,.
fall:" Said Wurth.
they can-maintain
March 1 against the. Cniveisity of Illinois
"consistency through the,spring. we will have a
-1-know the players are.-ecireel ainah-pracchimee to tit competitive."'
tice beginning.•• said assistant.coach Leon
-•
"Offensively. we are going to miss Blaine
..
'tVurth."Right now.
.-fhough. we are-jut Wlirk- - and Hutson.' he continued.
"Again. we are
ihg'on conditioning and letting our pitchers
.
going to have to' rely on inexperienced
throw a little. It will be awhile before:we are
players."
able to go olitSide
and really get some work •
_
, Two starters who are returning are junior
third baseman David Butts and senior out,
The 'Brea ate.camifig off the
.
ir.16tb -confielderChris Barber.,Butts Was named Allsecutive 2Q-win season. \1St' posted a 20-15-1
OVC last year after 114tting .335 with 10 home
mark, finishing second in the Ohio Valley Conruns"Barbet was the tiflid.leading hitter in
ference terarnament for the,second gtraight •
the conference last year with a .390 average.
year..
Highlighting the Miirray Stale schedule this
As head coach Johnny Reagan enters ttik;
year is a trip to klaWaii,.March 9-17. MSU will
27th year at the hetm of the Murray/State pro-play itawaii-Pacific and the Universitye
gram; three players-must be replaced•who;
Hawaii while op the island..
.
were mainstays in the 'Bred lineup. Lost to
"I know our players are excited about play.:
the professional draft are outfielders'Gary
in-Havvaii.!!„said Reagan. :•It is a big
Blaire and Lee Hinson aiid pitcher'Don
hona.to play there because.you are invited •
Neufelder.
and we are grateful for the oppetrtunjty, to
Blaine And Hutson rank one andt.wo in
-- play in -such a place. Hawaia. is rEtced Z3rd iii
nearly every hitting ciftegory at MOITS.WState
the pre.seaoon Polls an,cl it
while Neufelder fia.s the workhorse of the
players the oppoitunitkla ompfete against
'Breds pitching -staff In the Baseball Anierico
one. of the top-notch -programs in Ills nat4on."
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NOTICE
Tim McReynolds. 1107 Olive St.. 753-7121.
;ferry Nelson. 505 N. Mb St.. 753.72044
Jeff Waters. 403 S. 11th St.. 753-65514
Steve Robinson. 11104 Belmont (1,. 753-4656
Debbie Buchanan. 10)2 Olive St., Apt. I. 753-44004Mb
Mike Davis. 514 S. 7th St.. 75311611n -Bart Basher. 110 Broach. 753-5330 .
Das id Daughaday, 1400 Sine St.. 753-4:/$3
'Amer Allison, 11014 Fairlane Dr.. 753.50109
Jeff Garrett. nits eIrcarama. 753-71100
Ray Ferguson, 171/1.Melrose Dr.. 7534-231
Jeff Rodgers../Ini S. 17th :4t.. 753-4156
Matt Ferguson. 171$ Melrose Dr.. 753-7231
Mike Wilkins. 1703 Plainview Dr.. 753-1508
•
Paul Reed. 321 5th St.. 753-0113
Jimmy Tripp. 16111 Snset Blsd.. 753-3476
. Tony altliest.
Brian Anderson. 2222 Quail Creak Dr.. 756 1556
Ricky Nelson. 1651 Ryan 4%P.. 753-146141
Russell Turner, 16311 Farmer-Ate.. 753-3202
Terry Alexander..P.O. Rot 973. 753-3711

753-1916
Before 6 P.M. Please
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Foyt-Unser team endures

If You Missed Your Paper
Call Your Paper Carrier

It No Answer Call

tc

4

DAYTONA BEACH,
Fla. (AF) - The
quartet of A.J. Foyt, A
Unser, Frenchman
Wollek and Belgian
'Merry Boutsen , won
the Daytona-SunBank
24-Hours spOrts car endurance race.

The Porsche abL prototype that the quartet
ed took advantage
of a
V involving
the frontrunning 962 of
Al Unser Jr., Al Holbert
and Englishman Derek
Bell, which had -led by
as much as 13 laps late
Saturday night.
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EN1PHAS14.-- Withoutthe big..sticks of 19S4_to bring the ham-runners hrone..more emphasis will have
. •
to lw placed On the 'Itreds* running game in 1985, -

I.

You Asked For It We've Got It Back
.Special: Steak Sandwich
-Praha) Fills & Meth Drink
Special Good Feb

1 7 $1 99

'Us Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753 0045

Stallworth says he may retire
Stirilwerth, 32,
PITTSBURGH tAPi
mg nonoreci as the Pitt- Wide receiver John sburgh Post-Gazette recovered from a pair of
Stallworth sa.ys.he may
Dapper Dapc_14,04_0a Iniury-Med sea.640300..:::
retire from-- the Pitt- • of the year for 1984. 'catch 80 passes for 1,395
sburgh' Steelers despite
-He made' the -anenjoying his finest pro -nouneernent .Irem- -his yards and 1 1
football. sea,sop in 1984,-Htinteville, Ala:: home tomehdowne during ..the
Foo,tbal,1
because weather condi"I may have played
tions prevented him League season and was
my last game for the from attending the an- named to the American
Steelers." .Stailworth• nual SPOrts award Conferencg, Pro Bowl
saisi Sundocv before he.
dinner
Warn.
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Two crucial phils make the difference

S'

&

1984-85

nessee 93-86 at Knoxviile, ending the Vols'
12-game, home -floor
winning streak.
Mississippi State edged
Alabama 48-46 on Jeff
Norwood's two free
throws with two seconds
left.
In the only other
game,,Kenny Walker's
two free throws with
five seconds remaining
In overtime gave Ken;
tucky a 49-47 triumph
over Auburn. The
Vanderbilt at Mississippi game was postponed
until tonight because of
snow.
Henderson led
Georgia, 14-5 and 6-4,
with 21 points and nine
rebounds. Wilson and
Williams each had 17
points for LSU.

and Tony White each
tallied 30 for the Vols,
15-7 and 6-4.
"I don't think anyone
expected us to win here
tonight except us,"
Florida Coach Norm
Sloan said.
Sloan called the
triumph at Tennessee
"a little sweeter"
because two of the Vols!
three victories over the
Gators last season came
in overtime.
"Some of the guys on
this team were hurting," Sloan said. "We
need to do this more
than once. But it really
hurts my pride, and I'm
a fighter when people
don't give us respect."
"We absolutely needed this win because both
of our next two games
are road games and
very critical for us,"
Mississippi State Coach
Bob Boyd said. "This
helps us a great deal in
the standings, of
course."

Norwood finished with
a career-high 18 points
to pace State, 11-8 and
7-3. Buck Johnson had 12
points and eight rebounds for Alabama,
14-6 and 6-5. The Tide's
Terry Coner hit a
desperation shot from
midcourt following Norwood's two free throws,
but time already had
expired.
Walker had 15 points
and freshman Richard
Madison 14 for Kentucky, 11-8 and 6-4.
Chuck Person led
Auburn, 12-7 and 4-6,
with 14 points.
"This is my most
discouraging loss,"
Auburn Coach Sonny
Smith said. "Eveiy
year we play these guys,
it's clouded by controversy. It blows my
Vernon Maxwell
mind we just can't come
scored 24 points and
In and play Kentucky
Eugene McDowell had
without something
23 points and 17 rehappening."
bounds for Florida, 14-4
Smith thought Gerald
and 7-3. Michael
White was fouled by
Kentucky's Roger
Harden before the
buzzer ended regulation
Conference
play, but officials ruled
Overall
Team
Mi I.
time had expired before
VI I.
Florida
'7 3
the foul.
IL 4
St.
'7 3
111
Here is this week's
8
Georgia
6 4
14
5
SEC schedule:
Tenn.
6 4
15 '7
Monday - Florida
Kentucky
64
II
State at Florida,
8
7 5
13 6
Vanderbilt at
•
'Alabama
6 5
14 6
Mississippi.
Auburn
4 6
12 '7
Wednesday Vanderbilt
1 8
8- IU
Alabama at Georgia,
Ole Miss
1 9
11
Auburn at Florida,
Mississippi State at
LSU, Mississippi at
Tennessee.
Thursday - Kentucky
at Vanderbilt.
Saturday - Tennessee at Auburn,
Vanderbilt at Florida,
Mississippi State at
Georgia, Mississippi at
finished thud.
the final hole finished Kentucky.
This time it did not off the round of 73 one
Sunday - North
escape.
over par on the rain- Carolina at LSU.
And it was his dampened Pebble
pressure putting on Beach Links. The 283
buniky greens that turn- total, 5-under, was good
ed the trick.
for a one-shot victory
Leading by one and and a $90,000 first place
under a three-man at- check.
tack, O'Meara had to
Curtis Strange missed
drop a 6-foot putt to save on a 6-7 foot birdie putt
par on the 15th. He miss- on the final hole that
ed the green and again would have tied it and
faced a 6-footer for par forced a playoff. He had
on the 16th.
to settle for a round of
par 72 and a tie for seOn the tough 17th, a cond at 284 with 41-yearpar-3 jutting into old Japanese pro Kikuo
Carmel Bay, he buried Arai and fast-finishing
his tee "shot in a bunker Larry Rinker.
and came out long, 10-12 ' Arai had a 71. Rinker
feet from the cup
• holed from off the green
He needed that putt to for birdies on the 16th
save par and the lead.
and 17th, then birdied
A routine 2-putt par on the 18th for a 69.

Brooks

SEC Standings

Golfer O'Meara denies 'freak' season
last year by winning 1985 Crosby title
PEBBLE BEACH,
Calif: (AP) - Mark
O'Meara said there was
a special value in his
victory in the Bing
Crosby National ProAm golf tournament.
"It Shows that last
year was not a freak of
nature," O'Meara said
Sunday after winning
the event.
Last season O'Meara
was universally regarded as the most improved
player on the PGA Tour.
After playing three
seasons without particUIar distinction, he
put together one of the
more enviable records
in the game. He won
once, was second five
times,finished in the top
10 in 15 events, led the

Tour in birdies and was
second only to Tom Watson in money-winnings
with $465,873.
With an early-season
triumph to his eredit
this season, the sturdy
28-year-old appeared
poised to make another
run at the top rank of
golf's leading
performers.
"I'm becoming a good
player," he said. "But
there's a lot of room for
improvement."
O'Meara had a chance
to win this title a year
ago. He had an 8-foot
eagle putt on the 18th
hole that would have
won it. But the young
man, in a position to win
for the first time,
3-putted and eventually

. 1.48111 ARS I, 1985

SCOREBOARD

Frosh decide Georgia win over 1,SIJ
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
It came down to two
crucial plays by two of
the Southeastern Conference's top freshmen,
and a mistake by one
cost preseason favorite
Louisiana State a
victory..
Cedric Henderson
tossed in a short jumper
from the lane as time
expired to give Georgia
a 59-58 victory Saturday
over LSU, which appeared to have the game
wrapped up when a rebound sailed off Hender- John or anybody else
son's hands out of should."
•
bounds under the
It was a costly setGeorgia basket with on- back for the Bengals,
ly one second who fell to 0.6 overall
remaining.
and plunged into sixth
Then, after three place in the chase for
times out, LSU's John the SEC basketball title
Williams hurled a pass with a 6-5 recqrd. Only
the length of the court, twice in the previous 52
sailing out of bounds on seasons of SEC competithe other end without tion has a team capanyone.lauching AL...• - • Attred.the league crown
Williams said he was with as many as five
unaware of the rule that losses, and there had
the ball had to be touch- never been a conference
ed in bounds before the --champion with six
clock started.
setbaeks.
"I thought Nikita
"As far as strange
(Wilson)was going to go games go, this has got to
long but even when he be at the top," Georgia
didn't, I thought the Coach Hugh Durham
game would be over if I said.
just threw it," Williams
With the preseason
said. "I consider it as favorite plunging into
my loss„"
the second division, the
LSU Coach Dale SEC began the second
Brown, however, half of the race with a
shouldered the blame.
pair of unexpected co"I take credit for the leaders - Florida and
loss," Brown said. "I Mississippi State.).
don't think Nikita or
Florida crushed Ten-

NI0S1)

For health
Insurance to
help pay
soaring
hospital and
surgical bills,
check with
State Farm.

•
Sinai Health I kIllt I i:s
P Sidle fdf .211.
Like a woo

newtor
Stade Farm is there

.National Basketball tssociation
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W I Pct
Boston
39 9
813
Philadelphia
37 10
787
Washington
27 X
561
New Jersey
22 26
458
New York
17 32
347
Central Division
Milwaukee
34 14
708
Detroit
29
630
Chicago
24 23
511
Atlanta
20 27
426
Indiana
16 32
333
Cleveland
14 32
304
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Denver
30 19
612
Houston
27 20
574
Dallas
25 23
521
San Antonio
23 24
489
Utah
X 26
458
Kansas City
15 32
319
Pacific Derision
/4 .*
L A Laken
OW
,

GB
1%
1214
17
22,
4
4
9%
13%
18
19

7
2
4%
6
7%
14

Phoemx
Seattle
Portland
L A Clippers
Golden State

25
21
20 34
1So
11 32

4710 • ,
1
424i, 121
.
417 13
398 14

SatiardayS,Games
New Jersey 101 Philadelphia 90
Boston 97. Washington 91
'Detroit 110, Atlanta 102. OT
Cleveland 124. Kansas City tot;
Houston'151 Denver 129 20T
Utah 106. San Antonio 104
Milwaukee 106, Portland 95
,L.A Lakers 106. LA. Clippers.96
Golden State 114. New York ,118
- Sunday's Games
Phoenix 120. Seattle 109
Dallas 114, Denver 106
L. A Laken 122. Indiana 104
..Morillay's Games
Atlanta at 1-;hilatielphia
Cleveland at Washington
Detroit at Milwaukee
Golden State at San Antonio
Indiana at I.... A Clippers

ea

College Basketball Results
Colss Basketban
Sunday,s Scores
EAST Georgetown 56, Arkansas 39
Syracuse 71. Marquette 43
• SOUTHWEST
Illinois 77. Houston 76
So Methodist 68. Rice 52
FAR WEST
Idaho 95, Idaho St 89
Notre Dame 53. UCLA 52
Saturday's Scores
EAST
Boston Coll 93. Providence 86
Canislus 84, Boston U 71
Columbia 57, Brown 52
Cornell 76, Yale 56
Holy Cross 79, Fairfield 71
Iona 66, Fordham 66
La Salle 85. Army 80, OT
Lafayette 61, Harvard 57
Navy 80, Richmond 55
Niagara 97. Maine 96. OT
Penn 59, Princeton 49
Pittsburgh 64. Satan Hall 62
St John's 97, Connecticut 64
St Joseph's 72. Penn St 53
Te_r9Pkr 98. west VirgInia,TI
Vermont 37, Colgate 34
SOUTH
Ala -Birmingham 81 South
Alabama 73, OT
Bucknell 63, VMI 60
Clemson 96. Delaware St 15
E Kentucky 66, Morehead St 61
E Tennessee St. 75. Augusta 60
Florida 93. Tennessee 86
Georgia 59. Louisiana St 58
Georgia Tech 72. Maryland 60

Jacksonville 79, Old Dominion 7.
Missouri 77 Colorado 89
OT
Oklahoma City 61, Evansville 59_
Fre-Mucky 412: Au-b-LTrn 47, OT
Oral Roberts 74. St. Louis 84
Louislana Tech at NE Louisiana
Toledo 63, N Illinois 52 .
ppd . snow
•
•
Wichita St 92'S Illincrls-76 •
Louisville 77. oseaui 73
Youngstown St. 73. Akron 67
Memphis St 91, Virginia Tech 82
SOUTHWEST.
Mississippi St 48. Alabama 46
Oklahoma 83. Oklahoma Stvl
New Orleans 70. Stetson 61
Texas 66. Texas Tech 61
North Carolina 77, Furman 55
FAR WEST .
Samford 79. Ark.-LitUe Rock 73
Arizona 73 Washington St 56
South Carolina 92. Florida St 77
Boise St 63 Weber St 60
S. Carolina St. 91. Md E -ShOre Si' - 1B-rig/tarn Young 66 Tlaw.Th-60
SW Louisiana 77 Pan American
California 50 .Oregon 37
56
Tulane 64, S Mississippi 63
To -Chattanooga 62, Davidson 52
Thiene 64, S Mississippi 63
Vanderbilt at Mississippi, ppd
snow
Wake Forest VI, N Carolina Si 64
W Kentucky 102. N C Charlotte
117
William & Mary 78. James
Madison 70
MEMPHIS, Tenn.
MIDWEST
Ball St. 60, Bowling Green 59
(AP) - Sweden's
6 /33171nnal1113.
'Stefan Edberg added
Creighton 71. Bradley 6e. OT
Detroit 87. Xavier. Ohio 83
Yannick Noah to his
E illinoIs 74,.111.-Chicago 64
string of upsets SunE Michigan'71 Kent St 66
Indiana 69. Minnesota 66
day, Trouncing the
Indiana St 100. Tulsa 94
Frenchma
n 6-1, 6-0 and
Iowa 67. Ohio St 58
earning the $45,000 first
Iowa St 58. Kansas St 54
Kansas 91, Nebraska 80 ,
prize in the U.S. NaLoyola. III 105. Butler 90 tional Indoor ,Tennis
Michigan 94, Wisconsin 81
Michigan St 48. Northwestern 54
Championships.

•
Pro Tennis

• .1

Larry Krouse Insurance

a
Overby Honda's
Ei

Snow Sale
HURRY!!

PRICES GOOD ONLY UNTIL ALL THE SNOW MELTS
OFF THE BEL-AIR CENTER PARKING LOT!!
TOURING BIKES

Pressure will be on high-priced Flutie
to produce immediately for Generals
By HAL BOCK
swaggering selfAP Sports Writer
confidence and $.427,000
The greening of Doug contract, spent the first
Flutie is set for Tuesday half dozen games of his
in Donald Trump's Fifth professional career on
Avenue Tower, a the bench, watching
magnificent glass and less-glamorous Mike
steel monument at an Taliaferro quarterback
appropriately expensive the New York Jets.
Manhattan address.
Staubach was in a
It has taken more revolving door situation
than a week to write the at Dallas, sharing the
40 to 50 page document job for a long time with
which will serve as Craig Morton while
Flutie's $7 Million contract. Two teams of at- torneys from the city's
most prestigious law
firms have been involved day and night.
This is a Big Deal.
Now, it naturally
follows that if the New
Jersey Generals and
Trump are spending
that kind of money on Coach Tom Landry, who
the little quarterback felt strongly both ways,
from Boston College, tried to mak* up his
they expect immediate mind. The situation was
returns. The United much like the Cowboys'
States Football League, current Danny Whitehungry for a flamboyant Gary Hogeboom affair.
star with a grab-you-by- There was a time when
the-lapels style, is Staubach and Morton
rooting for nothing less. even alternated from
But the flowering of play to play.
Flutie may take longer
Terry Bradshaw took
to accomplish than the the Pittsburgh Steelers
greening did.
to four Super Bowl
-Last month, quarter- championships but he
backi Joe Namath and. wasn't quite an ifnRoger Staubach were mediate hero, winning
voted into the Pro FoOt- the job only after a difball Hall of Fame. ficult three-way
Neither, it should be quarterback struggle
remembered, was an in- with Terry Hanratty
stant hit on the field:
and Joe Gilliam.
Namath, for all his
The. day after Flutie
•

Semvessimewl.

4. •

signs with the Generals,
Joe Montana will stop
by New York to pick up
his second Super Bowl
MVP car from Sport
Magazine. Like the
other quarterbacks,
Montana waited his turn
with San Francisco,
playing behind
journeyman Steve
DeBerg before staking
his claim to the job.
So, stepping in cold is

known players the
USFL has enrolled from
its January draft are
Alabama running back
Paul-Ott Carruth, signed by Birmingham, and
Florida place-kicker
Bobby Raymond, who
went with Tampa Bay.
And that's. all.
So the faster New
Jersey, gets some production from Flutie, the
better off the league will
be.
The Generals reached
the playoffs last year
with NFL-dropout Brian
Sipe, a $2.1 million
-"trump pickup. at
quarterback. Coach
Walt Michaels, perhaps
more concerned with
poise than publicity, did
not press the Flutie purno simple task for a suit. Trump, who builds
freshman passer. But towers, not bungalows,
that at these prices. did.
that's exactly what
For his part, the
Trump must expect of 35-year-old Sipe was
Flutie.
bemused by the exciteThe USFL has to feel ment the signing hat
the same way.
created. "What happens
Flutie. whose stature is out of my hands," he
was enhanced by his no- said.
contest romp in the
Trump, recognizing
Heisman Trophy voting, that his coaching
Is not only this year's credentials are
top glamour guy in col- somewhat slimmer than
lege football. He also is those of Michaels, does
the only really big name not suggest that the
guy who has chosen the, signing of Flutle carries
young league so far this with it a Must-play
winter, a fact that order.
warms th-e hearts of Na"There will be a comtional Football League petition," the owner
scouts.
said. "We'll just have to
After him, the best see."

Many of the Touring Bikes are equipped with the elaborate J&M Radio, CI and Intercom Systems
which Overby Honda has installed for Touring Bike Riders throughout the U.S. even Canada &
Germany.
1984 HONDA ASPENCADE GL1200A. "DEMO"
1980 HONDA GL 1100. Has Fairing, lowers, Bags
Complete Sound System, Headsets, Color Match Helmets,
Trunk, J&M Sound System, Wi'h AM/FM-CB-Intercom, New
Operator Backrest, Trunk Rack, Etc...list Over P-pecre,
Tires. Needs A Good Clean-Up.
. 011.
•
7 Year Waii-antr
Sno
Z-FriCe $6- 950.00
Snow Price $2795.00
JUST TRADED IN
1980 HONDA GL 1100. Luggage Rcick. Backrest,
1982 -HONDA ASPENCADE GL1100A. Beautiful
Engine Guards New Tires. _S22*5-00.
2-Tone Silver, With Custom Pin-Striping, Complete Sound
Snow Price- s1•95.00
System, Electronic Cruise, Air Suspension With Compressor;
1978 HONDA GL 1000. Has Fairing, Lowers, Bogs_
Floor Boards, And So Many Chrome Accessories The Easiest
Trunk,- All Color Matched, Custom Seat. Complete J&M
Way To List Them All Would- Be To Copy The Accessory- .
Sound System Was S34957007 Snow Puce $2493.00
Companies' Catalogues, Approximately S12,000 Invested.
1976 HONDA GL 1000. has Fairing Y-_-...stom Seat. Lug
A Solid S.2.300" Value.
Snow Price $5995.00
gage Rock Engine Guards Snow Spe(•,-7 $1295.00
1982 SUZUKI GS 1100 GK. Has Factoni rarri.lg
1981 HONDA GL 500 SILVERWING INTERSTO.E.
Bags, Trunk, Plus J&M Radio System. $..1.
145-.0717
Factory Fairing, Bogs, Trunk,'Engine Guards. Orli,
.2.0,70
Snow Price $2795.00
Miles, Orig. List Was $3998.00.0.
1981 HONDA INTERSTATE GL 1100 I. Metallic BlueSnow Price s1695.00
Black With Color-Matched Helmets, Radio,Clik..-.1ritercam,
1981 HONDA ICX500-17E1LUXL-With.0
Mcirehett
Headsets, Gauge Cluster, Operator Backrest, Trunk Rock,
Wmdiammer V Fairing, Only 3 443 Miles .1,aculote.
Etc. Extra Clean, Low Miles. S44961,(T.
4+,
7-5,5T-otr
Snow Price *1495.00
Snow :Price $3995.00
1975 HONDA al SOO TWIN. With Touring Ac.
1980 HONDA GL 1100. Vetter Fairint3=3ags &
cessones Good Tronspor,on
Trunk, Trunk Rack, Radio, Etc: Very Clean. ,
Price $593.00
Snow Price $211193.00

4r"0.
,no.

SPORT BIKE
1974 NEW VF 700 C MAGNA. list S.3.39fhttOT
Snow Price $2449.00
1983 V-65 MAGNA. Performance •Plus. C3145-0171
Snow Price 42995.1:10
1983 VT 700 SHADOW. Snow Price 42195.00
1983 VT 500 SHADOW. Snow Price $1595.00
1982 YAMAHA 550 MAXIM. Nice S-149511a.
Snow Price $1193.00
191110-C8X 6 CYLINDER. Sold New April 1983 Only
452 Actual Miles. A are Bebuty. Hurry. The
Snow Is
Melting!!!
Snow Price $2793.00
1980 C11750F SUPER SPORT. luggage Rack Backrest.
Custom Point Job_ SP-957011 Snow Special $1493.00

1980 C 200 TWINSTAR. Has Wirdsh.ield, Bock-rest
Nice Small Bike S249-00. Snow Price $595.0019?? HONDA C8350 4 Cylinder You Wouldn't Believe
The Year Model If We Told 160u. A Beautiful Mid-Size Bike
Candy Red, And One Of The Smoothest Running Mos"
Vibration Free Motorcycles Ever Built, Already Becoming
A Classic. (P.S. It's,A 19,3) S8C0S-1XT
Till The Snow Melts $793.00
1975 al 400 F. 4 Cylinder. S.7-9.1
51113
Snow Fooltn Only 4595.00.
1974 al 450 TWIN. One-Of-A-Kind.ruitOMT-Blcick
Engine With Chrome Ports, Custom Point Job. Etc. $995700, This Hot Price Will Melt The Snow

HANDYMAN SPECIALS
Most Of Those Mechanically Sound. Su.t Need Minor Repairs Or Attention
To Appearance Items.
1982 HONDA VF 750 C MAGNA. Has Very Minor
1977 HONDA al 750 F SUPER SPORT. 5.1-J1?5
Accident Damage. Perfectitunning Condition. On 4.345
Snow P, k.e Nc.s $900.00
Actual Miles. Install A Very Ft v. Parts And Save Big!! .
1976 KAWASAKI K 1900. F F-Fost Need, Vu4le,5
Snow 'Price $1650.00
Tires Wos S-3-44`517G
Now 5750.00
1981 HONDA CI 650 C t.
:OSTOM. One (Dome'
1976
SUZUKI GT 500. Only 6250.00 •
Minor Accident Damage Beautiful Bike
1974 14014C!`.-..3
-41hcter.44,n- i-1-2-40ttittr'llYns
Sn-Orv Price $900.00
S6.94-01!,
Snosli Price $400.00
1978 HONDA CI 730 K. Accident Damage rurtilly
1973 HONDA 750.'Has-Custom Seat, Foifino is. .15
Repaired
'Snow Price se400.60
4446101:1
'Now 6650.00
41-*

Bank Financing Available To Qualified Buyers!
Bel Air Center
753-4092
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U.S. sheep inventory declines Charles Outland of Murray invited
• WASHINGTON (AP) falling to its lowest level
— The American sheep since U.S. records
Inventory, generally on began more than a centhe decline for decades, tury ago.
has taken another nose
But the value of the
dive.
As of Jan. I, says the flock rose to an
Agriculture Depart- estimated $638 million,
ment, there were 10.4 a 7 percent increase
million sheep and lambs....from Jan. 1 of last year,
on the nation's farms the annual report said.
and ranches. That was The average value of
cfown 9 percent from $61.10 per head was up
11.5 million head a year from $52.10 a year
earlier.
earlier. The top state was
The latest figures, announced Tuesday by the Texas, which had
department's Crop 1,810,000 sheep and
Reporting Board, show- larnts as of Jan. 1,
ed the sheep and lamb valued at 104.1 million.
inventory once again
A year earlier, the

Texas inventory *Was
1,970,000 head and was
worth $76.8 million.
Except for three
years of increases from
1979 to 1982, the general
trend in U.S. sheep
numbers has been down
since the early 19608.
The current inventory is
the smallest since the
department began keeping track of sheep and
lambs in 1867 when
about 46.3 million head
were reported.
The decline has been
due to a number of
reasons, including wide
variations in the world

wool market, predators
in the West that take a
toll on the flocks, and
shifts to other livestock
enterprises.
Officials said the
number of sheep and
lambs on feed for the
slaughter market as of
Jan..1 totaled 1.6 million
head, down 7 percent
from a year earlier. The
1984 lamb crop, at 7.77
million head, was down
5 percent from 1983.
Breeding ewes one
year old and older on
Jan. 1 were down 6 percent from a year
earlier, the report said.

How to do business vvith Soviets
WASHINGTON
API1
— INant to sell some
grain, fruit trees or
cowhides to the Soviet
Union2. The Agriculture_ _
Department says
Moscow • can be a
lucrative market. • but
there are a few things a
prospective exporter
should know.
Doing business with
the Soviets "can involve
a novel array" of
business practices.
some of them steeped in
bureaucratic procedures far .different
from those prevalent in
the West, says a new
"Foreign Agriculture"
magazine report.
But With patience and
attention to details, the
Soviet Union can offer
rewards to the determined American seller
— and a boost for
producers.
"Even veteran exporters find that dealing
with a monopoly buyer
in a country of more
than 2'70 million people
requires specialized import and export
knowledge unparalleled
in countries that fill
their import needs

For Life
Insurance
the
State Farm
way.
From th)e company

through commercial
channels involving
numerous traders," the
_report said. .•
_For the new seller,
just locating the appropriate buying agency in the Soviet Union's
governmental hierarchy can be a timeconsuming and costly
ordeal.
"Then, after contact
has been - made, prices
discussed and delivery

dates offered, often
comes the noncommital,'Thank you. Don't
call us, we'll call you'.
The waiting _period may
last weeks, months,
even years," .the report
said.
But the U.S. exporter
who has the time,
money and patience to
invest may find financial rewardS eventually.
However, it must be
"clearly understood
that sales promotion

seeds sown one season
may not bear fruit until
several seasons have
passed."
. The report was written by two USDA
employees, Dale
Posthumus and William
Huth. Posthumus is an
assistant agricultural
attache in Moscow, and
Huth, formerly stationed in Moscow, now is the
agricultural attache in
East Germany.

WASHINGTON (A14'1 of corn produced was which reflects the value
— The farm value of $13.5 billion. It was a of commodities actually
U.S. crop production re- reccirtraf more than $22 sold by farmers.
bounded last year to an billion in 1982.
The annual figures do
estimated $77.9 billion,
The report showed provide a look at the
up 11 percent from $70.3 that it was last year's book value of crops,
billion in 1983 when big increase in output however, and
can be
drought and govern- that ccounted for the .useful in comparing one
ment acreage programs jump in the corn crop's c Ommodit y with
cut production sharply.
value. Prices, on the another.
Despite the increase, average, 'dropped to
Recently an advocacy
the Agriculture Depart- $2.69 per bushel from group, the Nattonal
merit said Wednesday in $3.25 in 1983. The 1982-- Organization for the
an annual report, the price was $2.68 per Reform of Marijuana
1984 crop value fell bushel.
Laws, -said that
below the record of $82
Officials warned that Americans harvested a
billion in 1982, a banner the estimates were bas- record $16.6 billion
year for U.S. crop ed on production worth of marijuana
last
production.
multiplied by estimated year, which would make
The 1984 corn harvest, prices for the various it second only to
corn in
the traditional leader, commodities so far this crop value.
was worth more than season. The dollar
The USDA's report,
$20.5 billion or more amounts are not the however, did not include
than. one-fourth of the same as ''farm marijuana in its list of
total. In 1983, the value marketings" of crops, crops.

Save on Feed, Seed,
Fertilizer and Pet Supplies
'Lay Pellets
'
Pig Starter Pellets
'Rabbit Pellets
'
Protein Supplement Pellets
*Dog Feed Pellets
•Horse Feed Pellets

Jane Roger.s
201 S. 6th
7539627— —77
•

...Keeiiing Calloway County
Grain in Calloway County
and Savings in your Pocket...

Buchanan Feed & Seed
'Industrial Road

753-5378

Farmers have been
banking on us
since 1916.

That's. the year The Federal Land Bank System was
established. And since that time, we've been doing one
thing—providing farm families with a source of dependable, long-term credit at the best possible terms. Even' when bad
economic times made other sources of funds less available,
the Land Bank has been there with sound long-term financing
for eligible purposes.

Outpost Office
In Murray
Every Tuesday
At The PCA Office
Hwy. 641 N. 753-5602
ilk,
41)11 111111(

Nobody can predict what the future will bring. But one thing
the farmer will always be able to depend on.. the Land Bank
will be there to help meet the challenges of tomorrow.

The
Land Bank

Wednesday, Feb. 13 through
Feb. 16 and also at 1 p.m. Saturday. Feb. 16.
Tickets for all five pulls at the
coliseum are currently
available at the Kentucky Fair
and Exposition Center Ticket
Office and' at all Ticketron
QUtlets.

ASCS offers land measurement
for acreage reduction, supports
To assure farmers that
they are in compliance
with the 1985 acreage
reduction requirements
and eligible for farm probenefits, the
gram
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
provides
Service
premeasurement and
other land measurement
services.
At the request of the
producer. the agency
will stake and measure
any type of acreage, or

portions thereof. To be
certain that program requirements are met,
farmers are required to
plant within the stakes
that are placed when the
land is pre-measured
and report their crop
acreages to the ASCS office after planting.
Pre-measurement is
important in helping
farmers plan the amount
of land to devote to the
acreage conservation.
reserVg ( ACR ) and

planted acreages of program crops. The ACR is
cropland removed from
production and put into
conserving uses under
the 1985 acreage reduction programs. The
programs
require
farmers to -reduce their
1985 feed grain acres by
10 percent: and wheat by
30 percent.
To be eligible for price
suppod loans, target
prices and other pro-

gram benefits, producers must certify actual planted acreages.
Other ASCS producer
services include measuring total cropland, field,
or subdivisions to be
planted and land areas
for-other purposes.-Fees
Vary, based on .the type
of service rendered.
In order to schedule
pre-measurement service requests on a timely basis. farmers are encouraged to apply early.

enjoying revival

WASHINGTON (AP) supply."
— The Agriculture
The report, issued
Department has issued Friday, said that "it's
a nostalgic report about somewhat surprising
longhorn cattle and how that just 60 years ago
the Forest Service was a -- the longhorn was about
prime mover in saving to join the passenger
the vintage breed from pigeon and the dodo on
extinction.
the list of extinct
"Instead of extinc- animals."
tion, the longhorn is now
By the 1920s, although
enjoying a - popularity the gradual disapthat may surpass that of pearance of the
its heyday" following longhorn was well
the Civil War when huge known, appeals by the
herds-Were -driven from Forest Service "for funTexas to northern ding for use in preservrailheads, the report ing a remnant of the
said.
once extensive longhorn
"Its hardiness and breed had fallen on deaf
other characteristics ears in Congress for
have wade it a popular more than 10 years."
breed In many developIn 1925, Congress aping countries where the propriated funds to
demand for meat is establish a small herd
high, but quality of graz- under Forest Service
ing land is in short protection.

Allen McCutchen, who
retired from the agency
In 1968 and now lives in
Anselmo, Calif., recalled in the article the difficulty in finding true
longhorn stock.
"Nobody seemed to
know for sure where a
purebred longhorn
could be found, but lots
of people could relate
stories they had heard
about the existence of a
longhorn on such-andsuch ranch or grazing a
hundred miles from
nowhere," McCutchen
said.
Two Forest Service
employees, Will Barnes
and John Hatton, spent
weeks scouring the
"prickly pear" country
of southwest Texas.
Eventually, a herd of 20

cows, three bulls, three
steers and four calves
were rounded up and
sent to the Wichita National Forest near
Cache, Okla.'The forest
became the Wichita
Mountains National
Wildlife Refuge in 1935.
McCutchen was the
last supervisor of the
Wichita National Forest
before it was switched
to a national wildlife
refuge.
Within a few years,
the herd increased to
nearly 300 head, the
report said. Today,
there are "tens- of
thousands of longhorns
scattered throughout
the world. Most of them
are related to the 30
animals collected by the
Forest Service some 60
years ago."

PEKING(AP) —
China plans to move 40
percent of its farmworkers off the land by
the end of the century,
and give them work in
commerce, industry,
transport and service
trades, Agriculture
Ministry officials say.
To help finance the
transformation from
paddy field to production line, the government is encouraging
foreign investors to invest in rural businesses,
and 360 such contracts
have already been signed, the officials said Friday at a press briefing.
American, Japanese,
European and Hong
Kong investors have
been attracted by cheap
and readily available
labor and land, lack of
red tape and local raw
materials, the ministry
officials said.
Those areas doing

best are former corn- struction,. the start of
mungs, now called production and even see
townships or villages, a return," said Zhang
on the edge of cities in Yi, deputy director of
the rich coastal pro- township enterprise
vinces. Townships are management.
communities with at
He said China has
least 3,000 people in about 1.7 million rural
which 40 percent or less enterprises, employing
engage in farming.
40 million people, or 12
The Industrialized percent of the rural
village of Daqiu near work force of 350
Y'rianjin, specializing in million.
food processing plants,
The government
has a per capita income reported last year that 4
of $714 dollars a year, million rural inrpore than six times the habitants are running
national average.
Hotels, restaurants,
stores
and other small
The development of
rural business is design- businesses, and 1
ed to sop up excess labor million have bought
as farming becomes trucks and tractors to
specialized and transport goods.
mechanized, and to tap'. Zhang said the
the resources of the average rural entercountryside to serve the prise employee makes
$21 a month, twice the
crowded cities.
per capita figure for
"Investors can, within most Chinese peasants.
the same year, have inBy the year 2000, he
itial discussions, con- forecast that 180 million

rural wage earners will
be employed in factories, transportation of
goods, commodi,ty
trading, construction
and other trades.
That represents 40
percent of the 450
million people the
government projects
will be in the rural labor
force in 15 years, when
China's total population
will likely surpass 1.2
billion.
The ministry
distributed a catalogue
showing more than 100
rural enterprises in
China's richest province, Jiangsu on the
,east coast, where rural
townships are producing glass fiber boats,
boilers, microcomputers, duck down
jackets and bathtubs.
The value of the nation's rural enterprises
in 1084 was about $53.5
billion, Zhang said.

We make it work
If you're like most people, you probably don't spend much time thinking
about electricity
. But we do. because bringing you electricity is our business And
you can count on USto continue providing reliable electric service
to "your home 24 hours a day - in all kinds of weather We
Make it work
Electricity serves you best when you use it efficiently. By avoiding
waste. you'll enjoy the benefits of using *electricity and save money
too It works'

Close to the land and the people who work it.

ELECTRICITY
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Participants in the event areselected individually, based on
each driver's outstanding performance during the previous
year.
The entry in the above class is
an acknowledgement of the exceptional pulls he has achieved
throughout the year. The tractor
pulls are scheduld for 6:30 p.m.

China phases back farming

P

.=State Farm Life
Insurance Company
Home Office: Bloomington, Ill.

Charles L. Outland, of Route 8,
Murray, has been invited to attend and participate in the 198&
National Farm Machinery Show
and Championship Tractor Pull.
Outland will participate in the
10,200 Pro Stock Tractor Pull at
the show, which is scheduled to
run Feb. 13-16 in Louisville's
Freedom Hall Coliseum.

Value of U.S. crops up.by Longhorn
11 percent from 1983 figure

and agent who've
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Get the most
for your money.

ivAINest Kentucky Coop. Corp.
Rural Electric 753-5012

The People Who Bring You Electricity
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BARDSTOWN. Ky.
( AP) — When Mary Mc.Cubbins had her second
child recently, her fiveyear-old son, Robert
Aaron, came and visited
his mother and the new
baby at the hospital.
"He was so excited.
He didn't care a thing
about seeing me, but
went straight to that
window," she said, as
she rested in her room
at Flaget Memorial
Hospital.
Flaget is just one of
many hositals now
allowing siblings to visit
their mothers and
newest 'family
members.
The hospital implemented the program
about two years ago,
and response has been
good, officials said.
"Personally, -I think
it's a good idea. If you
want to have your baby
close to home, this provides an excellent opportunity for the family
to participate," said
Thomas Keeslin-g,
Flaget's administrator.
Mrs. Doris All-en,
head nurse in the
obstetrics wara, thinks

Van Buren

Lost-and-Found Policy Makes
Woman a Weeper, Not a Keeper

•

DEAR UPSET: Write to the
American Bar Association and
ask what the laws ofIllinois say
about finding and returning
valuables.(Laws vary from state
to state.)
•
The address for the American
Bar Association is 1155 E. 60
St., Chicago, Ill. 60637. Include
in your letter what you told me,
and be sure to enclose a
business-sized, self-addressed,
stamped envelope for a reply.
•••

it is a fruit. If it comes from any
other part of the plant, it should be
considered a vegetable. Therefore,
from a botanical standpoint a tomato
is not "both a fruit and a vegetable"
as was stated by Mr. Griesman in
your column.
Abby,"in regard to your question,
"Where do the nuts fit in?": Nuts
that come from the flower are fruits.
This includes filberts, pecans,chestnuts and walnuts. Others that are
not true nuts, but are actually seeds,
are Brazils, cashews, almonds and
peanuts. (I assume that we are
talking about the same kind of
nuts.)
MICHAEL L. DAVIS,
BIOLOGIST,
KNOXVILLE,TENN.
DEAR BIOLOGIST:You would
not believe the number of letters
I harvested on the tomato
controversy.
A Tucson botanist wrote more
about the tomato than I (or you)
really want to know, but this
sign-off was thought-provoking:
"Abby, I would like to believe
this letter has cleared up the
confusion, so in closing, may I
say, nuts to you!"
John Weins, Botanist

DEAR ABBY:To clarify what has
become a confusing issue concerning
DEAR
the tomato: If an edible part of a an apolAgy.•
plant comes from the flower(ovary), never.

Louisville wants
Presbyterians to
be based in city
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — A group of
business, civic and
religious leaders is hoping to convince the
Presbyterian Church
(U.S.A.)' to make
Louisville its national
headquarters, which
could mean 400 new jobs
for the city.
The 3 million member
denomination, the nation's sixth-largest, was
formed 20 months ago
by the reunion of the
Northern and Southern
Presbyterian churches,
ending a 122-year-old
split.
A nine-member committee was created to
determine the nature
and location of the new
church's national offices, and it may start
examining sites later
this year.
A final decision, by
the denomination's
General Assembly,
could come next year,
but probably in 1987,
said Dr. John Mulder,
president of—U5hisirille
P.resbyterian
Theological Seminary.
Mulder and David
Jones, president and
chief executive officer
of Humana Inc.0 are cochairmen of the group
hoping to bring the
headquarters here.
Dallas, Kansas City,
St. Louis and Detroit
already have been mentioned as possible sites,

and groups in those
cities are expected to
present their proposare
to the committee.
Mulder said a consolidated headquarters
would bring with it
about 600 professional
employees and would
employ perhaps 400 nonprofessional workers.
.Most of the nonprofessionals probably
would be hired locally,
he said.
Jones said he believes
the effort should be
made not only because
of the economic benefits
of another headquarters
organization, but
because it "would be
good for schools and
institutions."
Jones said he has no
Idea yet what form
Louisville's enticements
might take, but he added, "We (Humana)
haven't been asked to
contribute anything and
if and when we are asked to do that — that is, if
there is some sort of
fund drive that comes to
our attention — we'll
certainly consider it, as
we do all the fund drives
that come to our attention. But I think it's
premature for that."
Jones said that
Louisville's pluses in—
clude "good workers
and a good work ethic"
and the fact that "it's a
pleasant city in which to
reside."

STEVEN G. SACORA
CertifiedePutalic Accountant
•Incdme Tax Preparation
'Financial Statement Preparation

Phone (502)382-2773 - •
for consultation
(Will Make House Calls)
Located 2 miles south of Lynnville, Ky.

:Mail them with
tter late than

the program helps sibl- situation__
ings adjust to what they-- —At the class they
often look upon as discuss problems older
threat.
children may ex- ''They've been hear- perience and how - toing about this baby for deal with or prevent
so long. It's only natural problems from
they should be a part of happening.
it. And they also want to
She thinks that allowsee that mommy is all ing brothers and sisters
right," she said.
to visit is beneficial
Most of the women because it makes for a
who deliver at Flaget 'family.experience.'
and who also have little
Jane Coulter of
ones at. home par- Bloomfield said her two
ticipate in the program, boys, ages 9 and 7, were
Mrs. Allen said.
delighted with the new
Mrs. McCubbins said addition to their family.
she was worried her son She feels that reaction is
wouldn't adjust to having a new brother or
sister. ,

,

TEMPE, Ariz. (AP)
Barbara C. Cowsill,
• one of the members of
the 1960s soft-rock band
the Cowsills, has died
after a long illness. She
was 56.
Mrs. Cowsill teamed
up with her daughter
and five of her sons -to
form the singing group
while the family was living in Middletown, R.I.
Between 1967-70, the
Cowsills recorded
several hit songs including "The Rain, the
Park and Other
Thing's," "Indian
Lake," "We Can Fly,"
plus the title song for the
rock musical "Hair."
The group, which
earned three gold

partially due to the-faei- Xhe.y may resort to a hotthat they talked tlie again, she said.
beforehand, calling the
A similar experience
baby "our baby — not happened when Linda
just mommy's and Sheckles of Bardstown
daddy's."
had her second child.
When her husband
Her 13-month -old
.
came to take her home daughter, Megan, had
from the hospital, the just .learned to walk
two boys came along. when Mrs: Sheckles
and - together they all went to the hospital But
helped dress the new when she returned with
baby
baby Wesley, Megan
Mrs. Hartlage said didn't walk for about
siblings sometimes three weeks.
regress when a new
Megan has now adbaby comes home. For justed and is doing fine,
example. if they
. were trying to be mother's litdrinking from a glass tle helper, she said

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

"He wanted a brother
and said he'd throw a little sister in the garbage," she said.
But she has made a
concerted effort to show
her older son more attention, and she has
directed other family
members to do the
same.

ACROSS

42 Underground
parts of
plant
45 Secret agent
47 Go by water
49 Forehead.
50 Cravats
52 Seized
54 Greek letter
55 Half an em
56 Sham 59 Symbol for
chlorine
61 Medleffi
63 Mitigate
65 Doctrine
66 Thoroughfare
abbr.
67 Organ of sight
DOWN
—1 Capuchin
monkey
2 Not present
3 River in Italy

1 Exhaust
gradually
4 Proceed
6.Perspiration
11 Be prevalent
13 Annoyed
15 Exists
16 Dessert
18 Compass point
19 Teutonic deity
21 Leak_throuoti
22 Soft drink
24 Wife of Geraint
28 Knocks
28 Lair
29 Essirice
31 Dred41,
33 Rupees: abbe.
34 Verve
36 Temporary
shelter
-38 For instance
40 Roman road

Doris Hartlage, director of nursing.at Flaget,
said pre-natal classes
also may be helpful for
parents- in the same

Mrs. Cowsill. mother in "60s
pop-rock group. dies at 56

•• *

DEAR ABBY: Here it is, long
after Christmas, and I feel like a
jerk. The problem? When I was
taking down my Christmas decorations, I found a stack of some 20
Christmas cards with my annual
newsletter—all addressed, stamped
and ready to be mailed before
Christmas, of course.
I thought they had been mailed
with another batch of cards I had
written, but nope, here they are,
setting on the table, bursting with
Christmas cheer and last year's
holiday news. Some were not very
important, but many were to faraway
relatives, who by now probably consider me an ol'"Bah-humbug"!
Should I mail these embarrassingly late Christmas cards with an
apology—or just toss them out? Sign
me ...
SNAFU

9

Siblings can see the new baby in hospital

By Abigail

DEAR ABBY:I had brunch on the
12th floor of the Ritz Carlton Hotel
in Chicago on Nov. 18, 1984. In the
bathroom, on the floor near the
commode,my sister found a gorgeous
diamond ring. Without a moment's
hesitation, she took it to the manager's desk and gave it to the
manager.(He did not take her name
and address.) After leaving the hotel
for the airport, I decided to call the
manager and give him my sister's
name.
Since then, we have gotten a lot of
static from people we've told this to
about our "stupidity."
My sister called the hotel manager
a week later and was told that
nobody had claimed the ring, that
the hotel would hold it for a year,
and if it was not claimed,it would be
turned over to the Chicago police!
When my sister asked why wouldn't
it be returned to her, since she had
found it, the manager replied,"This
is our policy; all you will get out of it
is the satisfaction of knowing you
did the honest thing."
Question: What should one do if
one finds _a valuable article in apublic place? I have always believed
that a found article, if not clai,med,
should be returned to the finder
after a reasonable amount of time. I
feel very uneasy about this, because
I am sure that the person who lost
this beautiful ring is heartsick, and
I have the feeling that she will never
see* again.
I am signing my name, address
and phone number in case you need
it, but sign me ...
UPSET IN
ST. PAUL, MINN.

‘1011/A1, 1.4.131t1 AR1 1. poi:,

records, also performed
on several late-night
talk shows and had their
own television special in
1968.
Mrs. Cowsill moved to
Arizona from California
three years ago.
Services- were held
here Sunday for •Mrs.
Cowsill, who died Thursday at her Tempe home
after a long illness.
family members said.
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Survivors include her
husband William
"Bud:" daughter
Susan, sons William.
Richard. Robert, Paul,
Barry and -John: her
mother, five sisters,
three brothers and 11
grandchildren.

8 Urges on
9 Symboi for
silver
10 Fragile
12 Above
14 College officials
17 Attend to
20 Ceremony
23 Hypothetical
force
24 Babylonian
deity
25 Spanish painter
27 Prophet
30 Rodents
32 Supercilious
person
35 Tidiest
37 Ripped
38 Showy flower
39 Kind of piano
41 Disturbance
43 Irascible
44 Opp of NE
46 Old pronoun
48 Clayey earth
Si Twirled
53 Difficulty
57 FemaltPruff
58 Execute
60 Confederate
general
62 Brother of Odin
64 SVmbol for
tellurium

Open Daily 9-9 Sun. 12-6
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The Saving Places

DOUBLE COUPONS
ONE DAY ONLY!
Tuesday, Feb. 5, 1985

Here's An Example:
25COFF

Manufacturer's
Coupon

25COFF

K mart Matches
Coupon Value \

504OFF

Total
SavingsTo
You

Redeem your coupons at K mart- and
double its value. Double redemption
applies only to those items in stock and
does not include tobacco, beer and wine
and free coupons. Total redemption cannot exceed the price of the item. Limit one
manufacturer's coupon nr item.
Sarni no roInchecks
4111k

We've Got It And We've Got It Good!
700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
•

e

a

I

1

BID NOTICE
Jackson Purchase Local Officials Organiza
tion, Inc. is currently seeking bids from in
terested dealers for the purchase of a 1985 4
dr., 6 passenger sedan. Bid specifications are
available to interested parties by contacting
Inc., P.O. Box 588.
Delber
Hwy 45 N., Mayfield, Ky. 42066, between
8 am-4:30 pm at 247-7171. The bids are due
no later than 1 pm on Feb. 18th, 1985
J P.L.O.O. Inc.. reserves the right to reject
any or waive any irregularities contained in any
& all bids received.

2

Notice

Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs , Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC

2

Noti'Ce

Legal

Notice
WE TAKE
THE CAKE

Fruit Baskets shipped nationwide. Gorilla-DralnS.
Balloon Bouquets. Rent-AClown or Monkey. Cakes
Free Delivery VISA & MC

753-9280

FREE

towing, road
service, travel service,
maps, $10.000 death
insurance, traveler's
CREDIT available. checks, magazine, bond
service & more. AAA
e.asy in
payments Master 759-9673.
JUDY Williams Tax
Muffler 8r Brake 631 S
4th. contact John Service. Reasonable
rates. Call for an apHoskins.
pointment 436-2524 or
-43g.3;1116777
MIDDLE age man
wants.' -to 'correspond with_ unemployed lady
Desks, files, chairs, 18 to 35 who wants to
relocate. Box 702. Parfolding tables. etc.
agould. Ark. 72451
Olds Pont Cad Buick

TIRE SALE
Save'From

15% to 40%
Major Brands
Blem & 1st Class

Economy
Tire
753-8500
NORTH 641 Craft &
Flea Market, Murray.
Ky. Now open weekends
i spaces available i. For
information call 7534566
PERSONALIZED
Valentine gifts: ladies
panties. appliqued
sweatshirts. aprons. Let
us can your gift! Faye's
Monograms,.Downtown. Murray. 753-7743.
WANTED: someone to
take over membership
in Ken-Bar Inn Resort
Club at Kentucky Lake.
No down payment. Just
assume monthly dues of
$51.72 per month Unable to continue due to
health reasons Call
753-8556 in Murray
NEED A

OFFICE
FURNITURE

CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE
1016 Jefferson
Paducah Ky
442-4302

4.11

Cali 759-9567
after 4 p.m.

Do Something Nice
For Yourself.
Coll BIBLE CALL
759-4444
Children's Tope
759-4445

DAILY GOLD .&

LOGO?

A INV/ damps to• four busrness
aro store Stationary etc In
dividualized drawings done at a
reesonabte rate

•

-€)

Need Auto Service? Brake,
shock, tuneups, balance,
alignment, mufflers, tail pipes.
Call

SILVER PRICES
Gold
Silver
Closed
Closed
Yesterday 308.00
Yesterday
6 49
Opened
Opened
Today
302.75
Today
6 15
Down
Down
5.25
.34
Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS-OLYMPIC PLAZA

ECONOMY
TIRE
753-8500

753-7113
We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
Hours: 10-8 Daily. 12.5 Sunday

6

Situation Wanted

Help" Wanted

UNUSUAL
OPPORTI;%ITV
Nationally known
oil company needs
a person in this
area. Permanent,
full time sales position, high income,
advancement.
Farm
and
industrial
background helpful.
Training
when
hired. For an interview meet Dave
Smith, Red Lion
Inn, 1-57 & Rt. 13W,
Marion. IL. Feb. 11
Mon. at 10:00 a.m.
( 1-800-527-1193 1

WILL do office cleaning. 7 years experienct.
Dependable. References. Call 474-2292.
WILL do sewing in my
home. Call 759-1942.
WILL do typing in my
home. Call 753-0687
WOULD love to do
babysitting in my home
or yours. Call 759-9698.

Miscellaneous

NEED exhaust or brake
work but short on cash'
We have credit available Master Muffler &
Brake 631. S. 4th. Contact John Hoskins.

25. Business Services
Richard W. Jones
Tax Service
Confidential professional
service. BS in accounting
with 14 years experience
in preparing personal,
business and farm returns
94 West and
Oaks Road
Call 753-3215 for appointment day or night.

Heating and Cooling
ASHLEY wood stove
with blower. Good condition. $225. Call 4928824.
LARGE Ashley wood
stove, $150 firm Call
759-4663

32. Apts for Rent
COUPLE of female
graduate students will
share a 3 BR house near
MSU and downtown.
753-6577 or call collect
443-1071 for Kathy.
NICELY furnished I BR
apartment. Inquire at
100 S. 13th St.
30. Business Rentals
NOW accepting ap3 CAR shop for rent. 1 plications for one, two &
mile east of Murray. 3 BR apts. Call 759-4984,
SINGLE BR apt., furCall 759-4845 after 5p m.
BUSINESS real estate nished, $125 month, $100
for rent. Approximately deposit. No pets. 1602
500 to 2000 sq. ft. in Bel Dotson St.. 753-6564.
Air Center. Ideal for • TAKING applications
retail or professional for Section 8. Rent
offices. Call Paducah Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply, HilLdale
502-443-8461.
1q)R lease., 644 Olive Apts., Hardin, Ky.
St... 3,000 sq. ft. of office Equal Housing
space. 3 months free
rent with 3 yr. lease. TIRED of big utility.
Call collect: Wayne bills? We have a nice-1BR furnished apt. Call
Mayes 502-582-1400.
753-3949.

AUCTION
The 14th Annual

wrinItran-77171-re-

Gigantic Consignment
JACKSON PURCHASE
FARM MACHINERY

AUCTION
MAYFIELD, KY.

AUCTION

SAT., FEBRUARY 9, 1985
10:00 A.M.
462 ACRES IN 5 TRACTS
FARM EQUIPMENT

.t; 1965 unotto 'eaccre

osbcate Inc

I'LL DO MY
140Mpik/ORK LATER

MAKING PLAN!)
FOR Pk( FUTURE.

Location: From Murray, Ky., take
Highway 121 South 8 miles to the
State Line Road, turn right and go
apporoximately 2.7 miles to sale
site.
For detailed illustrated brochure,
contact selling agent.

C.W. Shelton
REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO
811 Paris Road
Mayfield, KY 42066
Phone (502) 247-1385
C.W. Shelton, Auctioneer
reil,.•

29.

SEASONED firewood.
oak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods $30/rick
delivered. Min. order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer
10. Business Opportunity
753-0338'.
(SPF:N a beautiful jeans SEASONED oak
sportswear or chil- firewood. Also will do SHII-CLLY DAVIS TAX
dren's shop. Free tree trimming, remov- -SERVICE. Federal and
brochure. Top brands! ing, and shaping state tax returns
Low prices! $11,975 to shrubbery. Call prepared your place or
mine. No extra charge!
$19,975 to completely set 753-5476.
you up Call 1-404.469- SOLID oak new baby Free pickup and delivbed, tires- studded 14", ery. Phone 436-5574.
4438.
-recliners, bunk beds,
1 1 . Instruction
regular beds, carpets, 26. TV -Radio
MSL senior math major refrigerators, framed
SYLN ANL% console
will tutor any math prints and many other TV. Call 753-5933.
Items.
Call
759-4194
subject through calcubetween 10a.m.-7p.m
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
lus I. Call 759-4429.
C&J Consignment, 1413
FEDERAL, state, & 13. For Sale or Trade
14)(85 REDMON mohi st
Olive Blvd.
33. Rooms for Rent
civil jobs now, available
WHIRLPOOL microwave home. Set-up in Fox 32. Apts for Rent
fl0OMS near campus
in your area. Call GEORGE Hodge and oven with 700 watts cook- Meadows. Call 753-6420.
1-619-569-8304 for info. Son We buy trade and ing power, Only $4.50 1975 12x60 ARBOR. 1 DUPLEX apt. 2 BR. Boys only. Call 753-5561
washer & dryer hookup.
sell used furniture, week.
-24hrs
Rutiolph Goodyear. Extra nice. Washer & stove, private
34. Houses for Rent
LIFE house needs appliances, and TV's. 7530595......
--dryer, new carpeting.
carport. Married 6
Christian volunteer For sale: used freezers,
Call 753-6644.
ROOM house. Also,
couple, no pets. $100 room
counselors. Training refrigerators, ranges, 25. Business Services
house, 2 story,
1982 EL CONA 14x70, 2 deposit, $200 per
washers
month.
&
dryers,
used
Provided. Call 753-0700.
$235. city. 2 BR, Colbunk beds, regular JOYCE Noel Tax Ser- BR, 1 bath, Whirlpool Call 492-8174.
dwater. 2 BR Graves
appliances1 fireplace,
beds, bedroom suites, vice. Short forms still
BR. 2 bath apt.
$7.50, long forms $15 central air & heat, low Central heat & air. County. New duplex.
dinette
suites.
couch
&
city. 2, BR near lake. 3
ELECTRONICS
electric bills, storm
chair sets, odd chairs & and up (includes
washer & dryer hookOPENINGS
couches, shelves 8r Federal & State). In windows, underpinned, up. Stove, refrigerator Room apt., $135. Cole;Ilan ..Rtia..E.statt......&
building-.See-la -&-vratef 701111311edi
-14igli- -school-41*mo--•-borrkettses7--pots;- • pans:--ho m-e 8-041.v-4,e-e--4e-r,
Property Management,
Fox Meadows. Call
elderly
or
shut-ins.
Call
and
Dixieland
dishes.
010
University.
graduates to age 34.
753-3949.
753-9898.,
489-2440 between 8a.m.- after 6p.m. 759-1831.
Shopping
Center.
..
No experience required.
8p.m. for appointment 1984 'Buccaneer I4x70.
Relocation expenses
step-up -kitchen, 2 BR, 2
or information.
15. Articles for Sale
bath, central heat & air,
paid. Telephone interWHIRLPOOL heavy duty RESUME disertation- dishwasher,
underword processing. Proview's. Call toll-free,
washer with 4 cycles
pinned and much more.
Only $6.00 per week. fessionaly prepared and - Price
Mon-Thurs. 8 am-3 pm,
reduced. Call
Rudolph Goodyear, 753- returned to you by mail. 753-9644.
1-800-238-5580.
Excutive Secretarial
0595.
Service, Lexington Ky. '73 CRITERION 12x60. 2
BR, 1 bath, partially
606-276-4523.
frigerator with textured
furnished. Moving must
steel door. Only $8.00 per
sell. Phone 759-1608
MIKE HODGE'S
week. Rudolph Goodyear
HIGH SCHOOL GRADS
after 5p.m.
TAX
SERVICE
753-0595.
Will hire all qualified high
Enrolled
To
Practice
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
school diploma graduates.16. Home Furnishings
Before The IRS. Bachelor
Need 17.34 year-olds for
2
BEDROOM trailer,
Degree in Accounting at
WHIRLPOOL heavy duty
technical jobs. We provide
gas heat, in Hardin. Call
dryer
Murray
with
State.
3
8
temp
selecof
veers
759-1417.
training with-good pay
tions. Only $4 00 per
experience preparing In2 BR trailer, $150 a
Relocation
required
week. Rudolph Goodyear,
dividual, Business, Partnermonth plus deposit. Call
RoorniBoardiMedicaliDenSATURDAY, MARCH 9th
753-0595.
ship, and Corporate
753-6156.
tal provided. CalLtollifree.
returns. Low rates and
OR 3 BR, furnished,
24. Miscellaneous
Mon-Thurs 8 am 3 pm,
At The Fairgrounds
hundreds of satisfied
AC/natural gas. Shady
1 800-238 5580
FOR advertising
clients, Now preparing
Oaks 753-5209.
specialties, calendars,
returns day or night call
TRAILER for rent. See
magnetic signs, and
Brandon, Dill. Dill's
759-1425
for
an
political campaign
Trailer Court. Must have
appointment.
9. Situation Wanted
materials, call Jim
A Good Place For Buyer And
references.
Tt ILL do babysitting in Cain-, Murray, Ky.
Seller To Meet!!
my home day & night. Phone (502) 759-1602.
"You feel no pain when
Call 753-6043.
Consign Your Surplus Machinery
you buy from Cain."
WTLL do . house cleanTo This Sale!!
ing. 7 years experience. OAK & hickory
Dependkble. -Re- firewood. You haul, $20
If You Have Machinery For Sale
-a rick. Call 437-4829.
ferences. WI 474
:
2292.
-

,
.
• -;! 3
-

24

Or If You Are In Need Of Some
Good Used Machinery, Then
Mark Your Calendar Now And
Plan To Attend This Auction!!

The Auction Company Will Have A Representative On The Grounds Thursday And
Friday Prior To The Sale To Unload And
Check In Your Machinery. Consignments
Will Be Accepted Until Sale Time!!

We Welcome You As A Buyer,
Seller, Or Visitor
MR. FARMER DON'T FOOL YOUR
EQUIPMENT AWAY! THE BIG SALE
WILL BE AT THE FAIRGROUNDS
SATURDAY, MARCH 9TH
TRIED - TESTED - PROVEN

JAMES R. CASH
''... AUCTIONEER 8 REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY
(502) 623-8466 or (502) 623-6388

••••

71.!

YOP... IT'S
SPLAJT WEEK

Classified Ad Form
To have your ad inserted into the paper. Fill in the form below
and moil to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky 42071

1,n-if, rile in.

HOW PAR ARE
WE FROM THE
CAMPSITE?

GOOD. THAT'LL GET
US THERE FOR LUNCH

18 Words - 1 day $3.25
3 days $4.25
6 days $6.75

IF ONE OF 'OUR SOLDIERS
CROOSES OUR BORDER
IT MEANS
WAR'

4.t.t

27 Words - 1 day $4.88
3 days $5.88
6 days $6.88

Make Check or Money Order payable to the Ledger & Times.
Name
Address
City
State
Zip
'Phone

-341011FuL

Classified Ads may be jelephoned in during Normal Working
Hours 8 AM - 5 PM Monday Thru Friday, 8 AM- 12 Noon
Saturday.753-1916 - 753-1917.
END

•

4. •

AE

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1985

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
34. Houses for

!male
s will
re near
itown
collect
11 BR
ire at
g ap two &
1.4984.
7
-117.1r.
.h, $100
5. . 1602
4.
.71175
Rent
2 or 3
'Wale
t, Ky
sing
7(77
nice. I)t. Call
Rent
ampus
3-5561
Rent
7177
story.
R, Col.
Gravesduplex,
lake. 3
5. ColeLate-lk
gement,

Rent

46. Homes for Sale
49
Used Cars
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
..14.70Y country living
1976 PONTIAC Sonwith city conveniences,
FENCE sales at Sears GErtIERAL HOME
neville. 61,000 actual
3 BR, ranch style brick.
now. Call Sears 753-2310 REPAIR. 15 years exmiles,
full
power
air
&
1400 sq. ft., 11/2 baths,for free estimate for perience Carpentry,
Good
conditi
on,
$1100.
carport, fireplace inyour needs.
concrete, plumbing.
sert, other extras-. Call 762 2750.
FORREST Construc- roofing, siding. NO JOB
1977
TOYOTA, Snow tion. All types
Located on 1 acre in
of con- TO SMALL. Free es37. Livestock-Supplies
Lynngrove, $42,000. Call tires, runs good, 1600. struction & remodeling. timates. Days 753-6973,
1972
Plymouth, new tires, additions
& new house Writs 474-2276.
300 BALES of hay, $2.00 762-6330 (work) or 753new brakes, radiator, blue print
9295 (home).
•
s.. Call G=ERING by Sears.
a bale. Call 435-4237.
$500. Will trade. Call 753-988
Sears continuous gut8.
lee."S-CUE Hay. 125 GATESBOROUGH. 4362W
large-4
BR,
two
ters installed for your
story. 2
bales, $1.50 each. Call
1/2 baths. Murray, 1978 OLDS 98 Regenc
spaclfications. Call
753-7497.
y
freshly decorated. 3,445 43,000 miles, 4 dr., •
Sears 753-2310 for free
• i.11-A.IN fed calves, 300We
custom
do
sq. ft. Owner 753-8052 loaded. Day
estimate.
753-4703, • framing
600 lbs. .45 cents a lb.
for appointment.
night 759-1274.
HAROLD'S Tree SerGrain led cow .25 cents
•
753 8298
vice. Topping, cutting,
1979 CHEVY Luv 4 a
a lb. Weened calves all 47. Motorcycle
CARTER STUDIO
s
trimming, etc. Also.
wheel drive truck, am
kinds all sizes. Call
•
300
MAIN
ST
SUITE
El
1984 HONDA 250. excel- fm, nice. Call 435-456
clean-up work, shrubb753-3625.
6 • 1 North 3rd Entrance
lent condition, $1300
ery & over grown areas.
after 5p.m.
Call 753-7627.
43. Rea-I Estate
Fast, dependable serINSULATION blown in vice. Insured
50. Used Trucks
. For free
HANK of Murray & Fm 48. Auto Servi
by
Sears
. TVA ap- estimates call 437-4607.
ces
1976 CHEVY 4x4, excel- proved. Save on
H.A. -repossessed prothose
perties. Other listings. 2-13" SNOW tires g lent condition, or will high heating and coolMurray-Calloway Co. wheels to fit a Dodge, trade for 1 ton or 2 ton ing bills. Call Sears
Aluminum
grain truck. Call 492- 753-2310 for
Realty, 304 N. 12th St. $30. Call 753-3711.
free
Servi
ce Co.
753-8146 or Ron Talent GOOD reconditioned 8411.
estimate.
Aluminum end vinyl
batteries, guaranteed, 1978 FORD F-150,
753-9694.
41 JOINER'S Tree Sersiding. Custom trim
FOR sale, by owner, $15. Call 753-3711.
cylinder, auto. $1200. vice. 30 years exwork. References.
vacant lot & rental INSTANT credit. 90 Call after 6p.m. perience. Also
bucket
Cell Will Ed Salley,
property across from days same as cash. 436-2834.
truck for hire. Call
Murray Fire Dept. on Master Muffler & Brake 1978 INTERNATIONAL 753-0366.
753-0689
631 S. 4th. Contact John conventional 350 cumPoplar. Call 753-9251.
LEE'S CARPET ODD job
Hoskins.
specialist,
mens engine, recent CLEANING. For
all ceiling fans, electrical,
44. Lots for Sale
overhaul. 1975 Fruehuf your carpet & upholst
49. Used Cars
- plumbing, fencing. You
42' reefer, ribbed ery cleaning. For a free
GOV'T. land $15 an
name it, I do it. You
acre. Many lots availa- 1978 DATSUN 280Z. aluminum floor, kern- estimate call 753-5827.
buy. I install. You
ble. Build a future! Call Best offer. Day. 753 4703 lite walls. 436-2837.
Satisfied references.
break, I fix. Call 4361-569-0968 for info.
1981 GMC pickup- 34.000 LICENSED Electri
night 759-1274.
cian 2868.
miles, extras. Day 753- for residential and
PAINTING 4703, night 759-1274.
commercial. Heating paperhan
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
41 ID•
•
•40
•
ging,
0 0 1982 S-15 GMC
and air condition, gas commerci
pickup
al- .te4
•
Extra sharp. Rally installation and repair.
sidential. Free esPS
IP wheels, white ietter.,_Phone
•
:
02
i
.Litziates...-Releeenees •25Ilre'§-,`" 4 iéed.-tall .smerf
.
°o
753ED
your yrs. experience.
• 753-1596 or 753-5905..
trees? Topping. prun- Tremon Farris 759498
• CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
7.
1984
CUST
WOOD
•
&
TOYOTA 4x4. Ex- ing, shaping, complete IRRIF
OM
WORKING
ING. Plumbing,
tra cab, S.R5 sport removal .and more. Call
OVER 20yEARS EXPERIENCE .
Sidin
g,
• SOLID WOOD
Additions,
truck. Low mileage, ROVER'S TREE
CABINETS & RAISED PANEL DOORS
Painting, General Car•
Birch • Ook • Wolnut-• Cherry
perfect condition, 753- SERVICE for Pro- pentry,
P.A. Molony Co
•
GUILICASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES 1342 or 436-5529 ask for lessional tree care.
7 53 - 8628
., KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
Free
-Eric.
753-0338.
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
Estimates,
2 aR house, $200 a
month plus deposit Call
753-6156.,
3 BEDROOM house In
Murray. Call 753-5501.

tent

•••

•FURNITURt-REFINISHING
Drooey & Soo

CHEVROLET motor
home, fully self contained, $4000. Will trade.
Call 436-2506.

Our elooloy
•

52, Boats -Motors
1,14 FT. fiberglass fish
boat & trailer. 40 hp
Johnson motor, fix up
real nice. 200 E Yamaha
3 wheeler, like new. Call
753-6132.
2' INBOARD
fiberglass boat, Tandon
trailer, $2000, will trade.
Call 436-2506,

AUCTION
TRUCKS*TRACTORS*COMBINES
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1985
10:00 A.M.-REGARDLESS OF WEATHER
BRENT EDWARDS-MICHAEL D.
MILLER

ale

en
nd

TO-

nd
nd
nts

Kr-R

low

-•

53. Services Offered

Aluminum end Vinyl
siding end Aluminum
trim for ell houses. It
stops pointing.

SEWING Machine Repair All makes and
modeli. Industrial,
home and commercial.
38 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Kenneth Barnhill, 753-2074,
Stella. Ky.
gROLAR Plumbing &
Electric Call 437-4740.

THWEATTS Alternator, Generator & Starter
Service (rebuilt & repaired). Route el, Almo,
KY, 42020. Shop
(502)753-8742.

- ROOFING!"
15 Years Experience,
References, Free
Estimates.

57. Wanted
WOOD, any type, u to
4' long & 12" diam
mi. S. of Murray 6n 641,
753-9251

*FREE ESTIMATES*

Suntanna
Sun Tan Studio

BAILEY'S
- FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

v,
‘
Ialiwir

TT-

By Appointment
2 Miles East Of Kirksey
On Hwy. 464
Jannie Alexander 489-2694

Industrial Drive
Murray, Ky.
Phone 739-1099

,,

,
N MEV

I

(

Free Estimates
759-1983

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

*Barn Posts
*Fence Posts
*Treated Lumber
*Metal Roofing
*Farm Hardware

ir

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
mt
W
.A MONG

*Boxing
*Framing

REPAIR & SALE
Hwy.94.1 Lynnylike. Ky.
$11.130 wad up
502-382-2823

53. Services Offered
WALLPAPERING- reasonable rates. Phone
753-1983 or 753-6t78.

PAINTING

FARM
LUMBER

THOMAS ELECTRONIC
SATELLITE SERVICE

WT BASEMENT?. We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A. _Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
WILL 'haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal,
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763.

53. Services Offered
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1 Valentine

436-2999

51 . Campers

comestrrovs

•
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53. Services Offered

Jack Glover
753-1873

••
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HARDIN, KENTUCKY
SALE LOCATION: From Hardin, Ky., Take
Hwy. 80
West 3 Miles To Hwy. 1311, Proceed
North
To Saie SIM) From Benton,-Ks. City
Unlit
West Side Hwy. 58, Take Hwy. 1311
South
6 Mikes To Sale Site! 7 Miles $outh
Of
Benton, Ky. 15 Mikis East Of Mayfteld,
Ky.
15 Mlles North Of Murray, Ky.
TRACTORS-04C 1486, CIA, 1546 Hrs., TA. Dual PTO.
18.43'38 Duals, 2 Hyd. Valves, Weights, S.M. U19415,
"Real We"•INC 1466,4 Post Canopy, 2291 Hrs., TA,
Duel PTO. 111.4x38 Duals, 2 Hyd. Valves, Weights, S.N.
U009643,"Real Nice - 100 Hrs. On Ovilrhaiti"•IHC 574
Gas,1347 Hrs.,Remote Valve,S.N. U102610"Mee"•International Super C FarmaN wCultivator,"Reel Nice".
COMBINES--INC 1460 Axlai-Flow,CIA,1506 HT'S.,
Mud
Hog Assist, 1120-15' Platform, 24.5-32 Rubber, Loaded,
S.M. U006133,"Reel Nke"•INC 6 Row 863 Corn Head,

53. Services Offered
APPLIANCE
SERVICE.. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 22 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4872, 4365848 (home).
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for.
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges.
mrcrowaves, dishw ashers,
frigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett. 354-6956 or 7535341.
CAR need repairs?
We'll repair it now, you
can pay later. Master
Muffler & Brake 631 S.
4th. Contact John
Hoskins.
DILL Electric is now rewinding electric motors.
Call 753-9104.
ERNIE'S Garage.
Complete auto repair.
Call 753-7347.

TRUCKS-1977 Chevy C-65 Custom Deluxe,
22,960 Actual Miles, 366 Engine.512 Transmission,
9.00-20 Rubber, Pr Steering, With Chandler Hyd, Drive
Twin Fan
Lime And Fertilizer Spreader Bed w Stainle
ss Steel
Chain, ''A Real Nice Outfit"•Pair Of Firesto
ne 10 Ply
2r-4801.00-20 Floatation Tires & Wheels
• Pair Of
General 14 Ply 15-225 Steering Tires I
Wheels•1976
Chevy C-65 Cheyenne,51,272 Actual Miles,
427 Engine,
13 Speed Road Ranger Transmission, 10.00-2
0
Twin Screw, Air Brakes. Saddle Tanks, With Rubber.
Omaha 20'
Bed, Twin Hoist, Tip Toppers. "Real Nice"
•1975 C-65
Chevy Scottsdale,28,034 Actual Miles,427
Engine,512
Speed w Working Fourth Transmission,
10.00-20 Rubber,. Air Brakes, Pace Air Bag Tandem,
Saddle Tanks.
With Parkhurst 22' Bed, Twin Hoist, Tip
Toppers
Nice"•1969 Dodge 2 Ton w Grain Bed 8 Hoist, ."Real
2 Speed
.24'Tandem Neck Over Trailer.
FIELD EQUIPMENT-John Deere 7000 6 Row Narrow
Nadel's* Planter, No TIN Coulters, Herbicide Boxes,
Liquid Fertilize, Corn,*Been And Milo Cups • John
Deere 8 Row No TIN Planter•INC 490 - 21' Disc•
IHC
2350 Mount 0-MatIc Loader• John Deere 910
300
Bushel Grain Carl•Two - Br6Non 6 Row Cultivators
15' Lel), Roterra• Athens 3 Point 11 The Chisel Plow
Side Winder T - 3 Point Cutler e 6'424' impleme
nt
Trailer•INC 440- 5x16" 3 Point Now•Chem Farm
Gallon Saddle Tanks And Racks•T -3 PoIM Blade
Verhoff 14'z40'Land Lavoie,•7.5 Yard Dirt Pan w/Front
Steer Dollies•Case 400 - 5x16" Semi-Plow•mayrat
8" - 55'Transport Graki/Auger•1200 Gallon Water T
•1000 Gallon Fuel Tank w/Electric Pump•11130
Giion
Fuel Tank wElectric Pump.
BRENT EDWARDS - OWNER
For Details Phone 502-437-4663
LTRACTORS-INC 1086, CIA, 1749 Hrs , TA, Dual
PTO.
184x38 Duals, 2 liyd. Valves, Weights, S.14. U25979,
'Real Nice- • Ford 601 Work Master, Remote
Valve,
'Original'
,COMBINES-1HC 815 Hydrostatic Diesel, C&A, Mud
Hog Assist, Chopper,810-15' Platform, 211/-26 Rubber,
S.M. 1,1019463 "Good Machine"•INC 844 Corn
Head
"Real Good".
•
TRUCKS-1968 Chevy 2 Ton ve/Graln Bed E. Hoist, 2
SPeed•1967 Chevy 2Ton w/Grain BedI Hoist,2Speed
•1964 Chevy Pickup 4 Wheel Drive. Lock Out Hubs.
V-8
Automatic,POWIlf Steering.
FIELD EQUIPMENT-Holland 2 Row Pull Type Setter•
Brillion 13' CutImuicher•John Deere 230 - 20' 14yd
Fold Disc•John Deere 4 Row 153 Cultivator•1000 Galion Poly 'Tank w 3 Horse Pump•Four - Tobacco Scaffold Wagons•1000 Gallon Fuel Tank w Electric Pump
e Fiber Glass Saddle Tanks And Racks w Pumps
And
Regulator•3 Point Side Boom Sprayer w Pump And
t Gauge•INC 8 Row Planter w 366 Units And End Transport•Ford 1 Arm Loader•Bush Hog 11 Tine 3 Point
Chisel Plow•4 Wheel Farm Wagon•INC 440 - 5x16
'
3 Point Plow•Ford 2114" Plow•Ford 6' - 3 Point Disc
•200 Bushel Grain Cart w Floatation Tires•8" - 54'
Transport Grain Auger•L Shppe Pickup Fuel Tank w
Electric Pump•Approx 2,500 Tobacco Sticks
MICHAEL D MILLER - OWNER
For Details Phone 502-753-9220
M F 255 Del Tractor, 1303 Mrs., Remote Valve•AC
72
Pull Typo Combine • Ford 304" Spring Trip Plow •
Ford 10' Wheel Disc • INC 4 Row Cultivator
• John
Deere 1240 Planter -• Century 400 Gallon Pull Type
Sprayer•200 Bushel Gravity Grain Wagon
RALPH T NELSON - OWNER
For Details Phone 502-437-4699

Professional
Stump Removal
Service
Call 474-2774
or 474-2741

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, February 9th, 1985
9:30 AM
PARIS, TENNESSEE
Sale will be held on the farm located 41
/
2 miles Southeast of?aria. From Paris
go toward Big Sandy on Hwy. No, 69A 4 miles
from the Paris City limits and
turn North (left) onto dravel road: Farm is /
1
2 mile on the left.,WATCH FOR SALE
ARROWS!!!
TRACTORS - COMBINE - TRUCKS
Massey Ferguson 1100 Tractor. duals. 2686 hrs.
• Massey Ferguson 165 Tractor
•Chevrolet C-60 Truck, 1965, hoist & grain bed
• Ford F600 Truck. 13 ft. grain
bed & hoist, 66 • Ford 350 ton truck,- 1964
flat bed • Chevrolet C-60 Grain
Truck hoist, 1966 •!H TruCk, flat bed • Massey
Ferguson 246 Hydraulic Loader
• Gleanor G Combine. 71 md., w/bean'
platform • Gleanor 438 Corn Header FGi
p
type
Chevrolet C-50 Truck, Doyle lime bed • Steel
Logging Truck Bed (PTO
Drive).
HAY EQUIPMENT & IMPLEMENTS
New Holland 850 round hay baler, like new •
New Holland 275 Square Baler
• New Holland Sickle Mower • Bush Hog 9 ft.
& 7 ft. rotary mower •Bale mover
• Hay loader • Hale 16 ft. stock trailer • Kewan
ee 18 ft. wing fold disc • John
Deere 12 & lift. AW disc • John Deere Disc
hipper • 2 John Deere F 125
Plows • Taylor Way offset cutting disc, 7 ft. •
2-4 wheel trailers • New Holland
488 Hay Bine, 9 ft. cut 400 acres, like new •
New Holland Hay Rake • 2 Hay
Forks • 2 E-Z Flow gravity bed trailers• Tande
m equipment trifler • Goose Neck
25 ft. stock trailer • John Deere Chisel Plow,
12 tine 'John Deere 12 ft. Roller
Harrow • John Deere RG4 Cultivator • Tough
line 8 ft. pickup disc • Tote 520
gel. sprayer, stainless steel tank (wheel driven)
TWO ROW EQUIPMENT
Ford plow, John Deere planter, cultivators.
Burch corn planter. .
ASSORTMENT OF HORSE DRAWN EQUIPMENT
MISCELLANEOUS LIVESTOCK FEEDERS, POSTS
. NEW WIRE,
GATES, PANELS, HAY.
MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
AC no till 7 row planter. md. 333, wimonitor •
GEHL Feed Grinder • John Deere
md. 27B Wheat Drill • New Idea Manure Spread
er • 3 pt. post hold digger •
John Deere 4 row planter. md. 494 • Grain
Chief 6 inch '41 ft. auger • New
Idea 1 row corn picker • John Deere Front mounte
d blade w/brush rack
LARGE ASSORTMENT SHOP EQUIPMENT
MANY ITEMS TO NUMEROUS TO MENTION
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
The Rust J. Parker Estate. Don W. Parker,
Administrator
Rt. 5 Paris, Tennessee
Phone: 247-5829
TERMS: CASH, CASHIERS CHECK, CERTIFIED
CHECK OR BANK LETTER OF
CREDIT REQUIRED BY ALL PERSONS NOT PERSO
NALLY KNOWN BY THE AUCTION COMPANY.
For Further Information Contact

on Valentine's Day
in this newspaper
Think how happy your "special someone" will
be when she (or he) reads the persoanl
message from you on Valentine's Day.Build a memory, compose your message and
mail or phone it to the Classified Advertising
Department. The cost is low.
Your message will appear in the special Valentine Love Lines featured in the Classified Section of this newspaper on February 14.

Send the coop. below Of did 753-1916
r

'

41181111-

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES
MARVIN E ALEXANDER, Auctioneer CAI
Lic No, 67, Firm Lic No 107
Off, 239 University Street Phone 587-4244
Martin, Tennessee 38237
Marvin Alexander 587-4568
Wendell Alexander 364 2855
Terry Oliver 364 2709
"Professionalized Service Has Caused More People
To Sell The Alexander Way

Happy
Valentino's
Day
HWY
*WOO
Day

Dial-A-Service
Taxi Cab Service

TROUBLES
If it's with w
PsusPs, plu
or electric, then

have the answer.
Can John Glover,
licensed with 2
years experience.
Answering servic
provided.

Easy Order Blank For
Police
911

6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week

Phone 7534351 /753-5352

Murray-Calloway
Comity Hospital

753-5131
Calloway Comity
Roscoe Soul

153-6952

Love Lines

Aluminum
Service
Co.

PRINT YOUR COPY NSW P011 VALENTIN LON
MI6
COST III MOM ON LAST LIN USW.

"CHIPA CHM'
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
**• F. Esrtimele
0•0111, Weft Good Imes
CIENNIEY CLEANING

$3.25
$4.50

•••••• NIRINNICIS
.0•111111.
• CYIMP

AMeei mod WNW.
Sakai, Casten' trim
work.
Refor•aciii.
CaN IVA Ed Bailey,
753-01111

•••0
Cho
••••••••

C••••••••••

larva•

Send
your
packages the easy
way
Use our convent
service We accept:
UPS packages for
shipment

$6.50,

COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES
Downtown

JAMES R. CASH
The AUCTIONEER I REAL ESTATE BRootrrl
FANCY FARM KY
(502) 623 8466 OR 45071 623-6388
SELLING SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL SfA't

Court Square

753.7499

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
Estimates
Vibra Steam or
Qvick
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Cleaning
753-5027
Free

•

$5.5s
44

DON'T MISS THIS ONE!!
EACH AND EVERY PIECE SELLING
AT ABSOLUTE AUCTION!
NO MINIMUMS!!
NO REJECTIONS!!
BRING YOUR TRUCKS AND TRAILERS"
JAMES R. CASH LOADER 'TRACTOR
AVAILABLE AT NO CHARGE"
SEE YOU THERE!!

•

Dave: I haven't
spent one day not
loving you only!
I'm yours forever!
Love, Arnie

Our love a
the kind that
lasts forevars
Your WIN

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A handy Reference)

911

•

Mail so that it reaches us no
later than Feb. 11.
Your Message will appear on
Feb. 14. Mail
coupon and check or money order
to.

Letigor, noes
Ciassiliod Advertising Deportment
'P.O. iles 1040
Mertes, ifentsviry 42071

Poison
•

her Nem

Control

Address
11

01y

"MA

753-7588
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OBITUARIES
AKin Brandon dies today
Alvin P. Brandon, 81,
705 South Fourth St.,
Murray, died today at
8:50 a.m. at the West
View Nursing Home.
A retired farmer and
retired custodian at
Murray State University, he was a member of
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Born May 2, 1903, in
Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
Carter 0. Brandon and
Molly E. Hardison
Brandon.
He is survived by six
sons. Marshall Brandon, Rt. 1, Almo,
Wilford Brandon,
Paducah, Frank Brandon, Allen Park, Mich.,
Gene Brandon, Murray,
Alvin Brandon, Jr., Rt.
2, Hazel, and Wasson
Brandon, Rt. 4, Murray;
11 grandchildre; 10
great-grandchildren.
•*Three surviving
sisters • Are Mrs. Laura
Travis.. Clarksville,

Mrs. Atwood
dies; sister
of'Mir;
• The funeral for Mrs.
Mamye Lee Shaw Atwood was Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of the
'odAyin Fun.ez:al
Home, Cadiz. ,
' Officiating were the
Rev. Randolph Allen
and the Rev. Irvin
Darnell. Burial was in
the Hurricane Cemetery
in Trigg County. •
Mrs. Atwood, 79, Rt. 2,
Cadiz, died Thursday at
•12: 17.p.m. at her home.
Her death followed an iimess of one year.
Barn Aug. 18, 1905, in
Trigg. County, she was
the daughter of.the late
Henry Shaw and Lelier
Rushing Shaw."
She Was a member of
the' Rushing Creek Baptist Church. Her husband, George Conroy
Atwood, died July 5,
1981. .
Survivors are two
daughters, Mrs. Bobby
Robbie l Cothran, Rt. 3,
Cadiz, and Mrs. Kenneth (Mae Lou) Lancaster, Rt. 4. Cadiz; two
btothers. McKinley'
8haw, Hazel, and Boyce
Shaw, Dearborn, Mich.;
four grandchildren.

Sandersods
funeral will
be Tuesday

-

4

"

•
- •,4;•1`'

Services for Voris R.
Sanderson will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral
Home.
Dr. Jerrell White, the
Rev. Jim Simmons and
Hayes Grady will officiate. Milton Gresham
will be in charge of the
music.
'Pallbearers will be
Mason Billington, Guy
Cunningham. Dr. J.D.
Outland, Ralph Bogard.
Randolph Story, Coffield Vance, Joe Foster
and Elmer Sholar.
Burial will follow in
the Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call
from 2 to 9 p.m. today
IMonday ) at the funeral
home.
Mr. Sanderson. 73,
died Friday at 8 a.m. at
his home, 1006 Main St.,
Murray.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Loi{ Cavendar Sanderson ; two
sons, John Sanderson,
Oneida, and Robert
Sanderson. Atlanta,
Ga.; one 'sister, Miss
Marie Sanderson,
Mayfield; two brothers,
James Sanderson,
Wingo, and Lawrence
Sanderson, Metropolis,
Ill.; four grandchildren.

(Cont'd from page 5)
Harris. Rt. 3; Mrs. MarIha Ann Crider, 823
Hurt; Mrs. Camilla E.
McElroy. Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn.;
J.D. Robinson,
Riviera Courts;.4 Mrs.
Cozy M. Phillips, 833.
Hurt Dr.;Jean I. Green,
318 South 13th St.; Mrs.
Beulah L. Fielder, 918
Hurt Dr..

Wade Barnes, Jr., 60, dies

Edgar Bryan dies Saturday Elisha William Key, 84, dies

Tenn., Mrs. Argus Skinner, Paducah, and Miss
Carrie Brandon, Rt. 2. A
surviving brother is
James W. Brandon, Rt.
2, Murray.
The Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home will be in
charge of ,the
arrangements.

Final rites for Wade Pirate's Cove
Edgar (Pop) Bryan, Murray, Mrs. Ethel
Elisha William Key. •Elazel.k
•
Barnes. Jr., were Sun- Subdivision.
79. 204 East Ninth St., Messic and Mrs. 84, died
Saturday at his
He
is
survived
Three grandchildren
day at 2 p.m. in the
by his Benton,
died Saturday Frances Greenfield, home. He was a
retired and two gr eat chapel of the Byrn wife, Mrs. Phyllis at 11:56 p.m. at the MarBriensburg; nine grand- farmer.
grandchildren also
Funeral Home, Barnes; two step- shall County Hospital
children;
eight greatHe is survived by his survive.
Mayfield. The Rev. daughters, Mrs. there.
grandchildren.
wife. Mrs. Lavona Key;
Patricia Keen and Mrs.
The funeral was today
Steve Cavitt officiated.
A retired employee of
The funeral is today at two daughters, Mrs. at 11 a.m.
at the Oak
Burial was in the Far- Susan Stoltz, Reno, SKW Alloys, Calvert
Ci- 2 p.m. in the chapel of Elvir a Charlton,
Nev.; two stepsons,
Grove Baptist Church
mington Cemetery.
ty, he was a member of Filbeck-Cann Funeral Puryear,
Tenn., and near Hazel.
Mr. Barnes, 60, died Richard Warren the Briensburg
Baptist Home. The Rev. C.C. Mrs. Betty Callicott,
'Schafer
Burial was in the
and
Henry
Thursday at his home on
Church.
Brasher is officiating.
Paris, Tenn.; one sister, church cemetery with
Rt. 1, Hardin. He was a James Schafer, Reno.
Born March 24, 1906,
Pallbearers are Dan- Mrs. Mamon Martin, arrangeme
Also surviving are one
nts by the
maintenance man at
he was the son of the ny Greenfield, Bobby
Henry, Tenn.; one Ridgeway Morticians of
sister, Mrs. Barbara
late William A. Bryan English, Don White,
brother, Jessie Key, Paris, Tenn.
Sanderson, Reno; three and
Vienna F. Culp_ Jmmy Darnell, Jerry
brothers, Roscoe
Bryan.
Welky and Alfred
Barnes, Farmington,
He is survived by his Bryan.
Gordon Barnes, Macy,
Stanford Usher, 69,
A house owned by have begun in the
wife, Mrs. Maudie
Burial will follow in
Ibd., and Ned Barnes,
died Sunday at 6 p.m. in
Bryan; two daughters, the Briensburg Ruth Calhoun, at 1501 garage when wood
Sikeston, Mo.
Orrville, Ohio. He was a
Oxford Drive in the paneling caught fire.
Mrs. Wanda Baker, Cemetery.
Edward (Eddie)
former antique dealer.
Canterbury Subdivision, According to Darrell
Calvert City, and Mrs.
Shelton,
commera
80,
Born Aug. 22, 1915. in
sustained extensive Rickard, an occupant of
Janet Saxon, Paducah;
Farmington, Ky., he cial fishing guide, died
smoke damage from a the house: the fire causone son, John W. Bryan,
CHILDREN
was the son of the late Friday at the Henry
fire over the weekend, ed only minor fire
Murray;
three
sisters,
U.S. children born in according to the Murray damage, but the smoke
Leland Usher and Bon- County General
Mrs. Myrtle Elkins,
Hospiticl,
Paris,
Tenn.
1982 can expect to live Fire Departmen
nie ,Tatum Usher.
'He
- damage was extensive.
t.
He is survived by his
longer on the average
was a member of FarmNo injuries were
The fire, which was
wife,
Mrs.
Ivory
Pearl
than any newborn reported at about p.m. reported from the
ington Lodge No. 382
Robert Perkins Carr,
1
American before them.
Free and Accepted Thompson Shelton; two brother of Miss Ann
Sunday, is believed to incident. •- •
daughters, Mrs. Ethel Carr
Masons.
of Murray, died
His wife, Mrs. Natalie Marie Pace, Buchanan, Thursday at 11 p.m. at
Usher, and two sons, Tenn., and Mrs. Janette the Shady Lawn NursRoger Usher and Robert- Minnis, PAris, Tenn.; ing Home, Cadiz.
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS
Usher, preceded him in three sons, Bert Edward
He was 63 years of age
Final rites for Rufus
Shelton, Jr., Murray, and a resident of Rt. 1, H. (Rip)
death.
Anderson were
He is survived by one Patrick Michael Cadiz.
Sunday at 1 p.m. in the
daughter, Mrs. David Shelton, PAris, and
Mr. Carr was a chapel of the Blalock- Industrial Aver:age__ ,
-4-Peet•r4-e4tt 1 • Barnes:,'.Danial.Thomas Shelton.• •vetterixn'01 W6e111WaY Tr - C1:1 I etiV4I
Fli bYti.i
Newton Falls, Ohio; one Lexington.
ant a member of Boyd Home.
Apple Computer
29 +3
/
4
Kilian'
40%
Also surviving. are a Hill Baptist Church.
stepdaughter, Mrs. Tim
The Rev. Max Ander- American Telephone
20/
3
4 + 1/4
Mary
Kay
Cosm.
11% " + 1/8
Shirley) Overby, Orr- half sister, Mrs. Betty
Survivors are two son and the Rev. James Briggs & Stratton
J.C. Penney
473
/
4 -%
301/4 - Vs
Thompson,
Gainesville
, sister's, Miss Carr, Mur- Fortner officiate
vile, Ohio; 10 grand..
1/
1
4
d. Chrysler
Penwalt
33%
+%
children; three great- Ga.,; a half brother, ray, and Mrs. Mollie Music was by the Sugar Dollar Gen. Store
371
/
4 ...%
25 +
Quaker Oats
J.H. Willis, Poplar Holland, Murfreesboro, Creek
grandchildren.
1
4 .1/4
. 35/
Dupont
Quartet.
Sears
53/
1
4 + 5/3
Services will be Fri- Bluff, Mo.:- seven Tenn.; two brothers.
Pallbearers were Ford
47% + 1/8
Stuart
Hall
/
4
41
+%
day at 1 p.m. in the grandchildren.
Thomas J. Carr, Bobby Evans, Loyd G.A.F.
281/4 + 1/4
Texaco
347/11 unc
The funeral was today Clarksville. Tenn.,
chapel of .the Blalockand Evans, Harold Ander- General Motors
Time Inc.
92% +%
47% + 3/8
Coleman Funeral at 11 a.m. in the LeDon William A. Carr, son, Otis Dale Ander- GenCorp. Inc.
375/8 unc
U.S. Tobacco
Chapel of Ridgeway Nashvill
Home:
e, Tenn.; son, Owen Anderson and Goodrich
,
Wal-Mart
29/
1
2 +%
3:1
4: +•/
1
4
34
Morticians, Paris.
. Burial will follow in
several nieces and Stanley Anderson.
Goodyear
.
28% -1/4
Wendy's
Burial was in the New nephews.
the Chapel Hill
Burial was in the Home Health Care
111
/
4 -IA
A.L. Williams
18
9%
38 ++ I//:
Liberty Cemetery.
Cemetery in Graves
The funeral is today at Temple Hill Cemetery. I.B.M.
C.E.F. Yield
IN% +%
•
County.
1 p.m. in the chapel of
Mr. Anderson, 75, 606
Friends may call
the Goodwin Funeral Broad St., died Wednesfrom 7 to_9 p.m. _ThursHome, Cadiz. Burial day at the Murrayday at the funeral home.
will follow in the East Calloway County
STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
End Cemetery there.
Hospitar.
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

Mr. Usher
dies; funeral Mr. Shelton
here Friday dies; rites
held today

Calhoun home damaged by fire

Ann Carr"s
brother dies
on Thursday

Anderson 9s
rites held
on Sunday

,11 ••..., •
T •F M
MORRIS BILBREY

Fl

Stock Market

-

Mrs. Rose
dies; funeral
on

Thursday

Mrs. Thelma Cook
Rose, 73, St. Clair
Shores, Mich.. formerly
of Calloway County,
died Saturday at Cottage Hospital, Grosse
Point, Mich.
Born Dec. 15, 1906, in
Stewart County, Tenn.,
she was the daughter of
the late Frank Cook and
Sally Thomas cook.
She was preceded in
death by one sister,
Mrs. Lillian Todd, and
one brother. Carter
Cook.
Survivors are her husband, William Rose, to
whom she was married
on May 18, 1924; two
daughters, Mrs. David
(Evelyn) Jensen, Mt.
Clemens, Mich., and
Mrs. Charles (Geneva)
Gross, Sherwood,
Mich.; one son, Jesse
Rose, Grosse Point,
Mich.; one brother,
Clyde Cook, Murray;
six grandchildren;
seven greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be
Thursday at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of the
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in the Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 2
p.m. Wednesday.

N. Williams,
son, Murray
woman, dies

Found Patricia Leser

$1117!

•o 74

D&T
Warehouse Foods
Prices Good While Supplies Last!

433 0343 or 433 0319
We Now Maul Pit Gravel

GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS

GM

Buttermilk
/
1 2 Gal.

14A 1141.4.11/41

0
0

411
Hours:
Monday _ _
Thru
-- 00
Saturday , i e
apt
8-7
'

VUlere 411,101
tlt 011 41 III

Erwin
Hot or Mild

Sausage

,

741 Oil 45.0.4
640.014 4M .
01
1l4.IUI sm

Lynn Grove
Large

4t.
4t-

Eggs

59

0
Doz.

Martha White

Martha White

Flour

Meal

5 Lb.

5 Lb.

0
0
8
9
79
.

1

Lb.

Yellow Onions 5 lb. 99'
'.--

Kelly's Chili With Beans 15 Oz. 69C

10 Lb. Red

Turner

potatoes

Ice Cream 4 Qt. Pail

.

Reelfoot

Reelfoot

Bacon

Bologna

120z.
$ 1 29

Keep That Great
GM Feeling With
Genuine GM Part.

$3
69
I.

-

Nabisco Ritz Crackers 16 Oz. $1.59
IN
1
i

:ad

1

Coke, Diet

.

Coke, Sprite,

Dog Food
25 Lb.
21% Protein

8 Pk. 16 oz.

Plus

$ 1

°
4

Dep
‘1110

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

r
6

641 S. Morro,

_

Lucky Leaf
21 Oz. Cherry

,vagnum

Brown, PoWer,Steering, Power Brakes, Air,
Automatic.

*8277"

Nabisco Chips-Ahoy Cookies 19 Oz. $1.89
..

i

1983-Chevrolet Camaro

713-2617

:

_

Turner

Ibeeleea4 111060411 C0IPP0111111011

_

ILE:S PPLIES

....,

It's The Total On The
Tape That Counts

Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435-4319

below Shp ground

OM)W

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

GRAVEL
We Haul
1Nr. ten •4,rn0w. i•on•p•

Support

RI

411.1111
3,

•• 1 1 '401.6SO II"
•• 1 1 :9015,101 lb.
Hoar. %V 3:1

KM( STUMP REMOVAL

& software in Western Kentucky
Sales
Service

W.4•11.4eys, 9 3 S.I. Phone 733-9204
•40•1•4 Card And Visa Acc•at•d At Meili Area
locations

10.'.:5

•

We have the largest selection of computers

0 a.m. 6

.1,11 Ion rr .4nsw• °sr,' Ile. It”.. fulls
rteads

son•
I • 1 !!71t 1\-01 lb..
11 • 1 1 um 410 lb..
I• 1
:MHO tb•:.

753-7733
Murray, Ky.

903 Arcadia St.
Open

2.4

.4M.7s11 414.145

We cant promise everyone
this but in a recent survey ot
customers who got refunds. 3
out ol 4 heheYe they got bigger
refunds than if they did their
own taxes 3 out of 4'

What can we find for you?

kentto Is Port hasp 1,4,1 Hex
Market Report Inc lodes.% /losing "las
that. Receipt.: Act. 4731,1 54141Rer
rots. 6 1.111. compared to Thur•da)

I • 1 !!no !III 411..
I • I ! n1117,11 lb.
I •1 1 tie 211 lb.

Olympic Plaza
Shopping Center

Haa BLOCK

N.ess. Sr

•4•1.2.S 411.71

Thorobred Computers & Software Systems

Where more
Americanifind
a 12yzezrefund

Hog market

I • 1 !!III

•

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

Lt. Col. (ret.) Nelson
Williams, 58, Oxon Hill,
Md., son of Mrs. Elsie
Boggess Williams of
Murray, died Sunday at
11 p.m. at the Andrews
Air Force Base Hospital
there.
He had retired from
the Air Force and was a
practicing attorney
there. His father was
the late Noah Williams.
One brother, Don
Williams, died Nov. 28,
1984.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Ruth
Williams, four
daughters, Kathy, Necci, Elizabeth and Laura,
one son, Donald, and
one granddaughter, all
of Oxon Hill; his
mother, Mrs. Williams;
one brother, Tom
Williams, Paris, Tenn.
Funeral services are
incomplete but will be in
Oxon Hill.

ederst State Market
e
ehruars 4.

---'iisi:-(1:11/!'''' ',1j011;rn"iscogn'i:i.'31;Wssi;i"1/1C`T/.
s--'' -

Smuckers Gope

Pie
Filling .

Jelly
2 Lb. Jar

0
990, 89

,

Nunn Better Dog Food 26-% Protein 25 Lb. $4.59

-Reelfoot All Meat Wieners 12 Oz. 98°

:*
•

ANA
.04/010
,

;

•

•.,•00011.104.44044,...4.1.0,00..-

c

.

